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Man's knowledge of the world in which he lives is constantly 
expanding and new discoveries are being made in many fields almost 
every day. Psychologists and educators have long been concerned with 
the task of learning and transmitting the ever-increasing amounts of 
knowledge and, as a result of the search for more effective methods of 
learning and teaching, many theories and ideas have been developed, 
Individual differences in learning ability have received considerable 
attention in recent years. The use of programmed learning materials 
and computer assisted instruction, which usually employs programmed 
material, has received much consideration as an attempt to allow for 
individual differences. 
The ever-increasing knowledge in the field of mathematics is 
causing revision of the mathematics curriculum at all levels. Materiell 
that once was taught at the college level is now being taught at the 
high school level, or even lower .. Students are now expected to learn 
more mathematics and at a younger age than in the past, and thus new 
and more effective methods of learning and teaching mathematics are 
needed and are being sought. When new theories and methods of teaching 
mathematics are proposed, efforts should be made to test the validity 
and applicability of these theories and methods. In the present study, 
it is the writer's intent to provide some ini6rmation about the 
1 
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validity and applicability of a theory which involves both programmed 
learning materials and a. supposedly effective procedure for learning a 
mathematical task. 
Nature of Problem 
Several studies, concerning the learning of intellectual skills 
having a presumed ordered relationship to each other, have been con-
ducted during the last few years. Many of these studies have been 
completed by Robert M. Gagne (7) and his co-workers and have usually 
involved preschool or primary school children and the use of programmed 
instructional techniques. The present study is an attempt to determine 
if certain phenomena and relationships reported in some of these pre-
vious studies might be observed when the subjects are of college age 
and the learning program concerns the concept of the limit of a func-
tion. The concept of the limit of a function is a basic concept in 
calculus and is frequently def.ined as follows: 
The real number Lis the limit of the function f, as 
· x approaches the real number a, if for every real number 
€ (epsilon) greater than zero, there exists a real number 
~ (delta) greater than ~ero such that lf(x) - L j~€ for 
every real number x satisfying the inequality O< jx-al<~. 
Gagne (7) theorizes that certain learning tasks can be arranged in 
a hierarchical order of learning sets. Each learning set represents an 
intellectual skill and generates a substantial amount of positive 
transfer to a higher order intellectual skill. Gagne (4) emphasizes 
that the learning set must be a statement of what the individual is 
capable of doing and not a statement of what the individual knows. 
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The lowest level of the hierarchy is represented by relatively simple 
or general learning sets and the highest level is represented by rela-
tively complex learning sets. The hierarchical order of the learning 
sets seems to imply that for a given learning set to be achieved it is 
desirable or essential that all relevant subordinate learning sets must 
have been achieved. In this sense, Gagne and Paradise (7) state: 
In order for learning to occur at any point in the hierarchy, 
according to this theory, each of the learning sets subordi-
nate to a given task must be highly recallable, and inte-
grated by a thinking process into the solution of the problem 
posed by the task, 
Gagne (3, 6, 7) has reported a high degree of transfer of learning from 
one level of a learning hierarchy to the next. Merril (10), in opposi-
tion, reported that the results of his study seem to indicate that 
mastery of one level of a hierarchy may not be necessary for mastery of 
the next higher level. Mastery, in Merril's study, however, involved 
amount of time and number of errors made on a posttest of the material. 
Gagne (3, 6, 7, 8) reports that his scheme of organizing material 
to be learned into a hierarchy of learning sets has been effective in 
producing learning. Kingsley and Hall (9) report a significant train-
ing effect in the training of conservation using a learning hierarchy. 
They claimed success in the training of conservation, although many 
other researchers had apparently failed. 
Each student that attempts to master a learning hierarchy will 
presumably possess some intellectual skills. Some of these skills may 
not be relevant to the hierarchy, others may be some of the learning 
sets at the lowest level of the hierarchy, while still others may be 
some of the learning sets at various higher levels of the hierarchy. 
Each student presumably also possesses some degree of intelligence or 
a general learning rate ability. In summary of Gagne 0 s theoiry tOJ 
account'.fo:r: individual differ~nces in rate of completion and achiit::ve-
ment .. in learning programs Gagne and Paradise. (7) suggest: 
••• differences in rate of completion of a learning pro= 
gram are primarily dependent upon the number and kind of 
learning sets (i.e., the knowledge) the learner brings to 
the situation, secondarily upon his standing in respect to. 
certain relevant basic abilities and not in any direct 
sense upon a general learning rate ability. 
Gagne's verification of this statement (7) consisted of computing 
correlation coefficients among the factors mentioned. 
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If the conclusions inferred by Gagne are correct, then some dupli-
cation of the results should be possible. In an attempt to do this, 
the present study deals with some of the factors proposed by Gagne as 
they are related to a learning hierarchy concerning the concept of the 
limit of a function. 
Statement of Problem 
.Is there any correspondence between factors proposed by Gagne 
concerning hierarchies of learning sets, and measures of performance on 
a learning program involving the concept of the limit of a function? 
The factors of irrelevant basic abilities, relevant basic abili~ 
ties, achievement of previously acquired learning sets, rate of learn-
ing, intelligence, and achievement of learning sets, were defined by 
the writer in reference to a learning hierarchy concerning the concept 
of the limit of a function. To determine it these factors demonstrate 
relationships similar to those observed by Gagne, this study considers 
three main questions: (1) Are there statis.tically significant associa-
tions among the factors? (2) Are the observed associations more 
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pronounced at the upper levels of the hierarchy? (3) Is there a 
greater degree of association between performance measures and relevant 
basic abilities than between performance measures and irrelevant basic 
abilities? 
Need and Pertinence of the Study 
A mathematical task was chosen by the writer for several reasons. 
Mathematical tasks were used in many of the studies conducted by Gagne. 
Mathematics is largely a set of intellectual skills, and thus a learn-
ing hierarchy can be more readily derived •. Mathematics, particularly 
college mathematics, is the area of emphasis of the writer, and thus 
interest and ability to program the material might be enhanced. The 
concept of the limit of a function is of particular importance to 
college mathematics. 
The concept of the limit of a function is usually encountered for 
the first time by the student in the early stages of his first calculus 
course. This concept is basic to most of the mathematics that follows. 
Jn fact, with this concept, the student may prove theorems and solve 
problems that cannot be completed by mere algebraic manipulations. It 
is the writer's opinion, formed by personal experience, teaching the 
concept, and through discussion with students and colleagues, that many 
students do not fully understand this concept on their first encounter 
with it, and thus are handicapped in their further study of mathematics. 
Due to increased enrollments in c0llege and pressures to cover more 
material, less class time can be devoted to discussion of the concept 
and fewer questi0ns can be answered, thus creating a need for an effec-
tive self-instruGtional technique which is readily available to the 
students. The intent of the writer is to produce self-instructional 
materials that could be made available for those students who experi-
ence difficulty in learning the concept of the limit of a function. 
If the learning program, organized according to Gagne's plan of a 
hierarchy of learning sets, is found to be effective in pro4ucing the 
learning of the concept of the limit of a function it will be a worthy 
contribution to the teaching of college mathematics. 
Operational Definitions 
The following terms and symbols are used in a special way in this 
study. 
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A. Learning set: A learning set represents an intellectual skill 
and is a statement of what an individual is capable of doing. In par-
ticular for this study a learning set will be one of the components in 
the learning hierarchy which is defined below. 
B. Learning hierarchy: A learning hierarchy is an ordered set of 
intellectual skills or learning sets. The learning hierarchy for this 
study or4ers the learning sets in such a way that learning set I repre-
sents the final task or highest level of the hierarchy, and learning 
sets VIIA,, VIIB, and VIIC represent level VII, the lowest level of the 
hierarchy. The structure of this learning hierarchy is discussed 
further in Chapter III. Figure 1 is a pie tor al r1:presentation of this 
learning hierarchy with each learning set identified. 
C •. Subordinate learning set: Since a learning hierarchy is an 
ordered collection of learning sets, it might be possible to think of 
all sets below a given learning set in the hierarchy as subordinate 
learning sets. For the purposes of this study a learning set will be 
I 
Evaluating and Verifying the 
Limits of Algebraic Functions 
II\ 
II 
Evaluating and Verifying the 




Evaluating and Verifying the 
Limits of Polynomial Functions 
t 
I I I 
IVA IVB IVC IVD IVE 
Evaluating and Evaluating and Ver- Evaluating and Evaluating and Evaluating and 
Verifying the ifying the Limit of Verifying the Verifying the Verifying the 
Limit of Linear the Sum and Differ- Limit of the Limit of the Limit of the Nth 
Functions ence of Linear Product of Quotient of Root of Functions 
Functions Functions Functions 
If< 'I' 'I" 'I' /j\ 
-· ~ ':.",, -- .. 
V 
Stating and Using the Definition 
of the Limit of a Function 
t 
VI 
Discovering Limits Intuitively ... 
I ' 1 VIIA VIIB VIIC 
Using the Absolute Using the Algebra Using the Algebra 
Value Concept of Inequalities of Functions 
Figure 1. A Learning Hierarchy for the Concept of the Limit of a Function 
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called subordinate to a given learning set if the two learning sets are 
not separated by an intervening learning set in the hierarchy. In 
reference to Figure 1 this means that the line connecting a learning 
set and its subordinate learning set must not pass through any other 
learning sets. 
D. Relevant basic abilities (RBA): Intellectual skills that are 
prerequisites of a learning task. When a learning task is organized to 
form a learning hierarchy relevant basic abilities are those learning 
sets that appear at the lowest level of the hierarchy. Relevant basic 
abilities for the present study therefore are VIIA, using the absolute 
value concept; VIIB, using the algebra of inequalities; and VIIC, using 
the algebra of functions. 
E. Irrelevant basic abilities (IBA): Intellectual skills that 
are deemed to be of approximately the same difficulty level as relevant 
basic abilities but are not identified in the process of deriving a 
learning hierarchy. Therefore, the measure of an irrelevant basic 
ability for the present study is the Social Science test of the 
American College Testing Program (ACT). 
F. Achievement: This word is used in the present study to denote 
degree of mastery of learning sets. The measure of achievement for 
each learning set will be a test consisting of five questions, and thus 
achievement scores for each learning set may vary from zero to five. 
The notation used to denote achievement of a particular learning set 
will be the letter A followed by a roman numeral which represents the 
number of the learning set. For example: AI! denotes achievement .of 
learning set I!. ASLS denotes achievement of subordinate learning 
sets. Prior Achievement (PA): . Achievement of learning sets a student 
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demonstrates before beginning a learning program, refers to the pretest 
of learning sets. The achievement score in this case is obtained by 
adding the number of correct responses on each of the ten learning sets 
and thus the score may vary from zero to fifty. 
G. Intelligence (INT): The measure of intelligence used for the 
present study is the composite score on the ACT test. The ACT test is 
designed to be a measure of a student's academic potential (1) and 
"Scores on the intelligence tests correlate quite highly with ACT test 
scores • " according to Munday ( 11) • 
E. Rate of learning: . Rate of learning for each learning set is 
the number of minutes required to complete the programmed material 
relating to each particular learning set. Since a faster rate of 
learning results in a smaller number (fewer minutes), all correlations 
involving rate of Learning will be recorded with the sign reversed. 
This will allow the writer to discuss increases or decreases of corre-
lational values without having to deal with large numbers of negative 
correlational values, and the resulting confusion about interpretation. 
This procedure was also used by Gagne (7). The notation in use to 
denote rate of learning of a particular learning set will be the letter 
R followed by a roman numeral_ which represents the number of the 
learning set. For example, RVI denotes rate of learning of learning 
set VI. 
I. The following notation is used to indicate the correlation 
between the two variables: For any two variables, U and V, the corre-
lation between U and V will be denoted by ruxv· For example, 
rRI x R,II denotes the correlation between the rate of learning of 
learning set. I and rate of learning of learning set II. 
Design 
The methods and procedures used in this study are discussed in 
detail in Chapter III, but a brief outline is presented here. 
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In order to gain some information regarding the problem posed in 
this study, five independent variables and two dependent variables were 
identified. The statistical analysis of the correspondence between 
these variables required that the correlations between the variables 
be obtained. It was decided, through consultation with Dr. Bee of the 
statistics department of Oklahoma State University, that product-moment 
coefficients of correlation should be computed in each case. Thus 
product moment coefficients of correlation will be found between the 
independent variables of (1) relevant basic abilities, (2) irrelevant 
basic abilities,. (3) the achievement of relevant learning sets the 
students demonstrate before beginning the learning program,. (4) intel-
ligence, and (5) achievement of immediately subordinate learning sets, 
and the dependent variables of (1) rate of learning and (2) achievement 
of learning sets. These correlational values will be tested for sig·-
nificance using table EE, page 406, Peatman (12). To determine if 
associations between the variables are more pronounced at upper levels 
of the hierarchy differences between correlational values will be 
tested for significance using a method given by Peatman (12) page 309 • 
. Differences between correlational values will also be tested for 
significance using the method give.n by Peatman (12) page 309 to deter-
mine if there is greater association between performance measures and 
relevant basic abilities than between performance measures and irrele-
vant basic abilities. 
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Assumptions and Limi~ations 
A major assumption of this study is that theories and procedures 
developed by Gagne with school children are applicable with subjects 
that are of college age. It is also assumed that no loss of validity 
results when the composite ACT score is used as a measure of intelli-
gence and when the social science ACT score is used as a measure of an 
irrelevant basic ability. The literature delineated in Chapter II and 
other references lend some support to these assumptions. 
A major limitation of this study lies in the small number of 
subjects (n = 22). The reliability of the statistical procedures and 
possibility for generalization of the results would be expected to 
increase if the number of subjects were larger. Other possible limita-
tions of this study are the validity of the learning program used in 
the study, the validity and correctness of the learning hierarchy, and 
the reliability and validity of the test of learning sets. Construc-
tion of these tests, learning program, and learning hierarchy are 
discussed in Chapter III. 
It is realized that many factors or combinations of fa.ct.ors 
besides the factors considered in this study, may be involved in learn-
ing a hierarchical task. No attempt will be made in this study to 
examine these factors. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The present study is primarily concerned with the methods and 
results of the study: by Gagne and Paradise (7); however, several 
related articles are reviewed. These studies are summarized in an 
attempt to familiarize the reader with some of the research concerning 
hierarchies of learning sets and to give a theoretical basis for the 
development of hypotheses . 
. Gagne and Paradise (7) conducted an experiment in an attempt to 
account for individual differences in rate of completion and achieve-
ment in learning programs. Using the out line of an existing program, 
they constructed a hierarchy of learning sets. Considering the final 
task of the program, the question was asked: "What would the individual 
have to know how to do in order to be able to achieve this (new) task 
when given only instructions?" The answer to this question provided 
one or more subordinate learning sets. For each of these sets the 
question was asked and the result was again one or more subordinate 
learning sets. This process was carried out on a program in solving 
linear algebraic equations, and 22 learning sets were identified. 
The subjects were 118 seventh-grade st1,1.dents from two Maryland 
junior high schools. Before the program was administered, tests of 
basic abilities were given. During the program, the students were 
asked to mark ~heir progress on their answer sheet at three-minute 
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intervals. This provided a method of obtaining an estimate of learning 
rate. After completion of the program, tests to measure final perform-
ance and transfer were given. 
In order to measure transfer among learning sets one learning set 
and all imm~diately subordinate learning sets were considered. If the 
student achieved the higher level learning set and also achieved the 
lower level learning set, a (+1-) was recorded. If the student achieved 
the higher level set but failed the lower level set, a(+-) was re-
corded. If the student failed the higher level set and achieved the 
lower level set, a(-+) was recorded. If the student failed to achieve 
both learning sets, a(--) was recorded. The relationships (+1-) and 
(--) are in accord with Gagne's theory and the relationship(+-) is 
directly opposed to this theory. The relationship (-+) i:3 not opposed 
to the theory, but rather Gagne indicates that this relationship im-
plies ineffectiveness of the program. Gagne and Paradise P) used the 
quotient of the number of inst.,i:!.nces in accord with the theory (+1-,--) 
divided by the total testable instances (+I-,~-,+;..) as a measure of 
transfer. They found that the values ranged from .91 to 1.00. 
Product-moment correlations ranging in value from .12 to .68, 
between measures of basic abilities and measures of final performance, 
were established. Correlations between relevant basic abilities and 
measures of performance were generally higher than correlations between 
irrelevant abilities and measures of performance. 
Correlations between each basic ability (relevant and irrelevant) 
and pass-fail achievement of each learning s.et were obtained. Compar-
ing correlations at the various hierarchical levels, the values of 
correlation between relevant abilities and learning set achievement 
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increased as the student progressed upward in the hierarchy, but there 
was only. a very slight increaf'ie in correlation between :tr-relevant basic 
abilities and achievement of the learning sets. Gagne implies that 
this is not a serious threat to his theory since in a moderately 
ineffective program many people will achieve only in proportion to 
their basic ability score. 
Correlations between relevant basic abilities and rate of learning 
of learning sets, however, were much lower at the upper levels of the 
hierarchy, while there was only a slight decrease in the correlation 
between irrelevant abilities and rate of learning as the learner pro-
gressed upward in the hierarchy. This decrease in correlation between 
relevant basic abilities and rate of learning is in accord with Gagne's 
theory. 
Correlations between learning rate of a learning set and achieve-
ment of relevant and irrelevant subordinate sets were obtained. In 
general there was a slight increase as the learner progressed upwards 
in the hierarchy. Gagne and Paradise (7) report, "Each of the correla-
tions for relevant pairs is higher than the corresponding correla-
tions for irrelevant pairs." Using t=test of significance it was 
found the differences mentioned above were significant at .05 for 
learning sets in the upper-half of the hierarchy. 
Gagne, et al (6) conducted a study of the variables repetition and 
guidance in programmed learning. A learning program on addition of 
integers was used and a learning set hierarchy of 14 learning sets was 
derived. Procedures similar to those of Gagne and Paradise (7) were 
used to test for transfer of learning from lower level to higher level 
learning sets .. It was found that the ratio of instances of positive 
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transfer to total testable occurrences for each case varied from .97 to 
1.00. 
Another test for transfer was used in this study. It involved the 
use of three hierarchically related learning sets •. The amount of posi-
tive transfer from lower to higher learning sets and to final tasks 
with and without successful achievement of intervening learning sets, 
was found. The values of the proportion successful on the higher level 
task when the intervening set was achieved ranged from .51 to .89 and 
when the intervening set was not achieved values ranged from .00 to 
.33 .. Tests of significance of this difference were significant beyond 
the . 001 level. 
Correlations between previous mathematics grades and the number of 
learning sets achieved was found to be very low, as were correlations 
between previous mathematics grades and each of three measures of final 
performance. However, correlations between the number of learning sets 
achieved and each of three measures of final performance were high. 
These results are consistent with .the theory of learning set hierarchies 
proposed by Gagne and Paradise (7). 
The variables of repetition and guidance produced no significant 
results except when a combination of high repetition and high guidance 
was contrasted with a combination of low repetition and low guidance • 
. Gagne and his co-authors concluded that identification of additional 
learning sets or refinement of existing ones would be much more effec-
tive in bringing about increased amounts of learning than the other 
variables that they had considered. 
Gagne (3) constructed a hierarchy of learning sets based on a 
program on finding formulas for the sum of "n" terms in a number 
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series, and used as subjects a group of ninth-grade boys. In his 
analysis of transfer of knowledge from lower level to higher level 
learning sets he found that verifying instances in all cases were 100%. 
Gagne (3) found no highly significant relationship between previ-
ous grades in algebra and performance on the final task, nor between 
general intelligence and final performance. He, therefore, suggests 
that identification of relevant learning sets is most important when 
designing learning programs. 
In another study Gagne and the staff of the University of Maryland 
Mathematics Project (8) attempted to test the effect of a variety oj; 
examples to provide practice on each learning set and the effect of a 
time interval between the attainment of related iearning sets. Five 
different forms of a mathematics learning program were developed for 
the purpose and administered to 116 sixth-graders. 
The four hypotheses under consideration in this study were: 
1. The attainment of each learning set at progressively 
higher levels of the hierarchy is dependent upon the previous 
attainment of relevant subordinate knowledges at the next 
lower level. 
2. Recall of subordinate learning sets, and therefore learn-
ing of the final task, is enhanced by greater amounts of 
variety in the repetition of task examples during learning. 
3 •. A learning program containing repeated task examples is 
superior to one containing no examples besides the frame 
providing initial attainment of the task. 
4. Part of the advantage in presenting examples, as opposed 
to not presenting them, resides in the interpolation of time 
between attainment of one subordinate learning set and the 
beginning of learning of the next. 
The test of the first hypothesis was a test of transfer accom-. 
plished by noting pass-fail relat:ionships between relevant learning 
sets •. Evidences of positive transfer were ratios of values between .95 
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and 1.00. However, there were no significant differences between means 
of performance involving the other hypotheses. 
The investigators (8) suggested that, 
. one can affect the efficiency of the learning process 
quite readily by manipulating the content and sequence of 
material, but not at all readily by manipulating the 
repetitiveness and temporal spacing of this content •.. 
Gagne (4), in his address to Division 15 of the American Psycho-
logical Association, reviewed the topic of learning hierarchies. He 
based his review on both his studies and the studies of others, and 
excerpts from this address are presented in the next three paragraphs. 
Gagne characterizes a learning hierarchy as,"· .. an ordered set 
of intellectual skills, such that each entity generates a substantial 
amount of positive transfer to the learning .of a not-previously-acquired 
higher-order capability .. " He defines the learning sets that make up 
the hierarchy as intellectual skills or cognitive strategies and states 
that learning sets are not entities of verbalizable knowledge. The 
learning set, according to Gagne, should not be defined as a.statement 
of what the individual knows, but rather a statement of what the indi-
vidual can do such as a description of capability for action. Learning 
sets are subordinate skills which transfer positively to higher order 
tasks. Gagne states, ". . . it is desired that the subordinate skill 
or skills facilitate learning to such an extent that it will occur when 
only verbal instructions,. and no further trials of practice, are given." 
The learning hierarchy, according to Gagne, is a description of 
the relationships of positive transfer among intellectual skills and 
thus should be utilized in instruction, although the hierarchy is not 
necessarily to be a presentation sequence for instruction. 
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Gagne admits that a learning hierarchy cannot represent everything 
that can be learned nor can it be the unique or most efficient path of 
learning for any given individual. He concedes that more evidence 
about learning hierarchies is needed and that some changes might be 
necessary, although he states, "What I am likely to be most obstinate 
about changing, however, is the basic idea of the feasibility of pre-
dieting optimal sequences of learning events." Recommendations are 
given for two methods of study to gain evidence about positive transfer 
of learning .. One kind of study would involve only two levels of a 
learning hierarchy, and the other kind of study would involve a total 
hierarchy related to a limited topic. 
The subject of human intellectual development is considered by 
Gagne (5) and a model for intellectual development is proposed and 
discussed. This model is based on a notion of cumulative learning. 
Cumulative learning, reports Gagne, involves processes of dif.ferentia-
tion, recall, and transfer of learning by which the individual learns 
an ordered set of capabilities .. A cumulative learning sequence or 
learning hierarchy pertaining to judging equalities and inequalities of 
volumes of liquids in rectangular containers is presented and discussed. 
Although no experimental evidence is presented, Gagne states, 
The stage in which any individual learner finds himself with 
respect to the learning of any given new capability can be 
specified by describing (a) the relevant capabilities he now 
has; and (b) any of a numbe.r .of hierarchies of capabilities 
he must acquire in order to make possible the ultimate com-
bination of subordinate entities which will achieve the 
to-be-learned task. 
Transfer of learning as an important charactt:ristic of a cumula-
tive learning model is considered by Gagne (5), and he discusses trans-
fer and the potential for generalization associated with such a model. 
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Kingsley and Hall (9) used Gagne's learning set approach in the 
training of conservation to young children. Eighty-six kindergarten 
and first-grade students were given conservation pretest and then given 
individual training in conservation. The training for each subject was 
begun at the level of his first failure on the pretest. The student 
was not allowed to proceed to the next level until he demonstrated 
mastery of the preceding level. The subjects were given posttests at 
least 3 days after the last training session. Kingsley and Hall 
reported a significant training effect in the training of conservation. 
Merrill (10) conducted a study to determine if learning and reten-
tion, of a hierarchical task, are facilitated by mastering each succes-
sive part of the material before proceeding to the next. He tested the 
following hypotheses. 
1. If Part I is mastered, subjects are ab le to learn Part II 
faster and with fewer errors than if Part I is not mastered 
before proceeding to Part II, etc. 
2. When the terminal test requires every subject to review 
previously presented materials until he is able to answer 
every question correctly, subjects who are require.cl to master 
each successive part of the task before proceeding take less 
total t.ime to master the terminal test than subjects who 
proceed from part to part with no requirement of mastery. 
3. Subjects who are required to master each successive part 
of the task before proceeding retain the material better than 
subjects who proceed from part to part with no requirement of 
mastery even when the terminal test requires every subject to 
review previously presented materials until he is able to 
answer every question correctly. 
A branching-type program concerning an imaginary science called 
the Science of Xenograde Systems was administered to each of four 
groups •. The program was presented by means of a computer-based teach-
ing machine system knows as SOCR.I\TES and the material was presented in 
five lessons with a quiz following each lesson. A correction/review 
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procedure was developed for each lesson and quiz. Group I was adminis-
tered the correction/review procedure on both lessons and quizzes. 
Group II had correction/review only on lessons. Group III had correc-
tion/review only on quizzes and Group IV had no correction/review. A 
fifth group was used as a control group and was presented only summary 
statements of the lessons used for the other groups. Each of the five 
groups was then administered a test section which utilized tl).e correc-
tion/review procedure •. A test to determine retention was given three 
weeks after the first test, All of the subjects were students from 
undergraduate or masters-level education courses at the University of 
Illinois. 
The results reported by Merrill indicated that none of the hypoth-
eses could be supported. In fact, with regard to the time factor the 
results were in direct opposition to hypotheses two and three while 
there was no.significant difference in the number of errors made on the 
test section. Merrill reported that mastery of one level of the 
hierarchy may not be necessary for mastery of the next level. 
Development of Hypotheses 
The first of three questions to be examined in the present study 
is concerned with the significance of correlational values between 
certain factors related to a learning hierarchy concerning the concept 
of the limit of a function. The factors as previously defined are 
relevant basic abilities,. irrelevant basic abilities, achievement of 
learning sets encountered before beginning the learning program, intel-
ligence, and achievement of subordinate learning sets. According to 
results and sugges.tions reported by Gagne (7) it is predicted that both 
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achievement and rate of learning of each learning set is dependent 
primarily on factors of achievement of subordinate learning sets, 
achievement of learning sets encountered before beginning the learning 
program, and relevant basic abilities, and to a lesser extent on fac-
tors of intelligence and irrelevant basic abilities. In order to test 
this prediction the hypotheses suggested are stated in the null form, 
(H : 1), • • • , (H : 10) • 
0 · 0 
The second question to be examined in the present study concerns 
correlational values at different levels of the learning hierarchy. In 
each case to be considered it is predicted that the results will con-
form to the suggestions and results reported by Gagne. To examine the 
second question, hypotheses eleven through twenty were designed to test 
for increases or decreases in the correlational values as one moves 
from the lower to the upper levels of the hierarchy. Gagne and 
Paradise (7) reported that correlation between relevant basic abilities 
and rate of learning decreased as the learner moved up the hierarchy. 
Rationale given for the above result is that relevant basic abilities 
mediate specific, rather than general, transfer of learning and thus 
rate of learning will depend decreasingly on relevant basic abilities 
(H :11) .. On the other hand correlations between irrelevant basic 
0 
abilities and rate of learning decreased only slightly as the learner 
moved up the hierarchy. Rationale given for this result is that irrel-
evant basic abilities mediate general transfer of learning and thus the 
effect of irrelevant basic abilities on rate of ],earning remains nearly 
constant (H :12). 
0 
. The theories of specific and general transfer given could be used 
to predict that correlation between relevant basic abilities and 
achievement of learning sets will decrease, while correlation between 
irrelevant basic abilities and achievement of learning sets will de-





:17). Gagne and Parad:j.se (7) reported, however, 
that correlation between relevant basic abilities and achievement of 
learning sets increased as the learner moved up the hierarchy. The 
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explanation given is, if the program is ineffective some learners will 
not be able to attain learning sets at the upper levels of the hier-
archy. Those that do attain the upper level sets are presumably those 
that were able to score high on tests of relevant basic abilities. 
This results in an increase in correlation between relevant basic 
abilities and achievement ot learning sets as the learner moves up the 
hierarchy. 
Relevant learning sets, whtch the learner has attained in some way 
before beginning a learning program, mediate specific transfer of 
learning, and thus correlation between achievement of these learning 
sets with both rate of learning and achievement of each learning set 





Intelligence, according to Gagne and Paradise (7: p.4), mediates 
general transfer of learning and thus correlation of intelligence 
scores with both rate of learning and achievement of learning sets, 
although apparent, will remain nearly constant as the learner moves up 
the hierarchy (H :14, H :19). 
0 0 
Achievement of immediately subordinate learning sets mediates 
specific transfer of learning and because learning at the upper levels 
of the hierarchy is less dependent on basic abilities, learning may be 
more dependent on achievement of subordinate learning sets. Thus, 
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correlations of achievement and subordinate learning sets with both 
rate of learning and achievement of each learning set should increase 
as the learner moves up the hierarchy (H :15, H :20). Results of the 
0 0 · 
Gagne and Paradise (7) study indicate that this does occur. 
The third question concerns the association between performance 
measures and relevant basic abilities as compared to the association 
between performance measures and irrelevant basic abilities. Hypothe-
ses (H :21) and (H :22) were formulated in an attempt to answer this 
0 0 
question. Gagne and Paradise (7) report that in most cases~ the corre-
lation between achievement of learning sets and scores on relevant 
basic ability tests was systematically higher than the correlation 
between achievement of learning sets and scores on irrelevant basic 
ability tests. However, the opposite trend was observed between corre-
lation of rate of learning.and relevant and irrelevant basic abilities. 
That is, the differences between correlation of learning rate and 
relevant basic abilities and correlation of learning rate and irrele-
vant basic abilities became smaller as the learner moved upward in 
the hierarchy. It is predicted that similar results will be observed 
in the present study. 
The hypotheses suggested by the preceding discussion are now 
stated in the null form. 
Hypotheses 
(H : 1) For each learning set,. there is no significant correlation 
0 
between rate of learning of the learning set and test scores of rele-
vant basic ability tests. 
(H :2) For each learning set, there is no significant correlation 
0 
between rate of learning of the learning set and test scores of 
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irrelevant basic ability tests. 
(H :3) For each learning set, there is no significant correlation 
0 
between rate of learning of the learning set anq achievement of rele-




:4) For each learning set, there is no significant correlation 
between rate of learning of the learning set and intelligence as meas-
ured by ACT scores. 
(H :5) For each learning set, there is no significant correlation 
0 
between rate of learning of the learning set and achievement of the 
immediately subordinate learning set (or sets). 
(H :6) For each learning set, there is no significant correlation 
0 
between achievement of the learning set and test scores of relevant 
basic ability tests. 
(H
0
;.7) For ea.ch learning set, there is no significant correlation 
between achievement of the learning set and test scores of irrelevant 
basic ability tests. 
(H :8) For each learning $et, there is no significant correlation 
0 
between achievement .of the learning set and achievement of relevant 
learning sets a student demonstrates before he begins the learning 
program. 
(H :9) For each learning set, there is no significant correlation 
0 
between achievement of the learning set and intelligence as measured by 
ACT scores. 
(H :10) For each learning set, there is no significant correla-
o 
tion between achievement of the learning set and achievement of the 
immediately subordinate learning set (or sets). 
(H :11) When considering the correlational values between rele-
o 
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vant basic abilities and rate of learning of learning set$, there is no 
significant difference between the correlational values from adjacent 
levels of the hierarchy. 
(H :12) When considering the correlational values between irrele-
o 
vant basic abilities and rate of learning, there is no significant 
difference between the correlational values from adjacent levels of the 
hierarchy. 
(H :13) When considering the correlational values between achieve-
o 
ment of relevant learning sets a student demonstrates before he begins 
the learning program and rate of learning, there is no significant 
difference between the correlational values from adjacent levels of the 
hierarchy. 
(H :14) When considering correlational values between intelli-
o 
gence and rate of learning, there is no significant difference between 
the correlational values from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. 
(H :15) When considering the correlation values between achieve-
o 
ment of immediately subordinate learning sets and rate of learning, 
there is no significant difference between the correlational values 
from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. 
(H :16) When considering the correlational values between rele-
o 
vant basic abilities and achievement of each learning set, there is no 
significant difference between the correlational values from adjacent 
levels of the hierarchy. 
(H : 17) When considering the correlational values between irrele-
o 
vant basic abilities and achievement of each learning set, there is no 
significant difference between the correlational values from adjacent 
levels of the hierarchy • 
. (H : 18) When considering the correlational values between 
0 
achievement of relevant learning sets the student demonstrates before 
beginning the learning program and achievement of each learning set, 
there is no significant difference between the correlational values 
from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. 
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(H :19) When considering the correlational values between intel~ 
0 
ligence and achievement of each learning set, there is no significant 
difference between the correlational values from adjacent levels of the 
hierarchy. 
(H :20) When considering the correlational values between 
0 
achievement of each learning set and its immediately subordinate learn-
ing set, there is no significant difference between the correlational 
values from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. 
(H : 21) When considering values of correlation between ra,te of 
0 
learning and relevant basic abilities and values of correlation between 
rate of learning and irrelevant basic abilities at corresponding levels 
of the hierarchy, there is no significant difference between the values . 
. (H .:22) When considering values of correlation between achieve-
a 
ment of a learning set and relevant basic abilities and values of 
correlation between achievement of a learning set and irrelevant basic 
abilities at corresponding levels of the hierarchy, there is no signif-
icant difference between these values. 
CHAPTER III 
$THODS AND PROCEDURES 
This chapter contains information concerning general procedures, 
subjects, special instruments, and specific statistical procedures used 
to collect and analyze the data. 
Subjec.ts 
The subjects were 22 students enrolled in.Mathematics 1813, 
Analytic Geol)letry, taught by the WJ;'iter at Oklahoma State University 
during the summer session in 1968. This was the only section of 
Analytic Geometry taught during that session. Most of the subjects 
were freshman students, majoring in engineering. Since the concept of 
the limit of a function is not usually included in an Analytic Geometry 
course, no attempt was made to determine which students, if any, were 
repeating the couri:;e and all 23 students enrolled in the course began 
the experiment. One student did not take the posttest and was omitted 
from the study. 
'l'he subjects were told that participation in a study using pro-
grammed material was a requirement of the course and that questions 
concerning the subject matter of the pro~r&mmed material would be 
included on the final test for the course. The subjects were also 
informed that a pretest and a posttest would be given over the pro-
grammed material but that their scores on these tests would not be used 
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in determining their final grade in the coµrse. It was hoped that 
these procedures would help to minimize the Hawthorne effect. 
The Learning Hier~rchy 
In order to derive a hierarchy of learning sets, Gagne (4, 7) 
recommends that a final task be stated. Subordinate skills or learning 
sets are then identified by determining what prerequisites are needed 
to be able to learn the final task. Each of these subordinate learning 
sets is then considered and their subordinate learning sets are identi-
fied, and this process is continued until the entire hierarchy has been 
identified. Evaluating and verifying the limit of algebraic functions 
was chosen as a final task for the learning hierarchy used in the 
pl;'esent study. ·· Subordinate learning sets were identified to form the 
' h,ierarchy ;i.n Figure 1 (page 7) •. The analysis was terminated when the 
learning sets of Level VII were identified since ability to use the 
absolute value concept, the algebra of functions, and the algebra of 
inequalities is usually considered prerequisite to beginning the first 
course in Calculus. Thus, the learning sets VIIA, using the absolute 
value concept; VIIB, using the algebra of inequalities; and VIIC, using 
the algebra of functions, were considered as relevant basic abilities 
and so are subordinate to learning set VI, discovering limits intui-
tively .. Learning set VI was found to be subordinate to learning set V, 
stating and using the definition of the limit of a function, which in 
turn, was determined to be subordinate to the five learning sets of 
level four. Learning sets IVD, evaluating and verifying the limit of 
the quotient of functions and IVE, evaluating and verifying the limit 
of the nth root of functions, were placed at level four even though 
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they are not directly subordinate to learning set III, as shown by the 
lines in Figure 1. This was done since they are related to learning 
set Vin nearly the same fashion as are learning sets IVA, !VB, IVC, 
and because they are considered by the experience of the writer to be 
of the same level of difficulty as learning sets IVA,. !VB, and IVC . 
. Learning sets IVA, evaluating and verifying the limit of linear func-
tions, !VB, evaluating and verifying the limit of the sum of functions, 
and IVC, evaluating and verifying the limit of the product of functisms, 
were determined to be subordinate to learning set III, evaluating and 
verifying the limit of polynomial functions. Learning sets III and !VD 
were found to be subordinate to learning set II, evaluating and verify-
ing the limit of rational functions, and II along with IVE were deter-
mined to be subordinate to the final task, learning set I, evaluating 
and verifying the limit of algebraic functions. In view of reports by 
Gagne (4, 5) the learning hierarchy presented should not be considered 
as unique nor does it necessarily represent everything that takes place 
as a student. learns about the concept of the limit of a function. How-
ever, it is hoped that the learning hierarchy presented here does 
represent a most probable sequence of ~earning for any given group of 
learners. 
The Program 
Programmed material, called a learning program, designed to guide 
or direct learning of the learning sets of the hierarchy used in the 
present study was prepared by the writer. The programmed materials 
were prepared under the direction of Dr. Hampton and Dr. Goff, members 
of the doctoral committee. The procedure followed included writing a 
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job analysis, a task analysis, behavioral objectives, criterion tests, 
flow chart and outline, and the actual frames of the program. As each 
section of frames for the program was completed the frames were re-
viewed by Dr. Goff. Appropriateness and mathematical content were 
criticized and revisions were made in light of these criticisms. 
To conduct the initial testing and evaluation of the program the 
writer employed a method recommended by Dr. Carlton Downing of the 
National Society for Programmed Instruction (2). Five students were 
selected on the basis of ACT scores. Two high, one medium, and two low 
ability students were chosen. The program writer observed these five 
students as each progressed through the program. He recorded informa-
tion concerning the frames of the program derived both from his obser-
vations and from comments of the student who was completing the pro-
gram. Using this information the program was revised to eliminate 
errors. 
Pretest-Posttest 
The writer constructed a written test to determine mastery of each 
of the ten learning sets in the hierarchy and the three iearning sets 
called relevant basic abilities. The t.est for each learning set con-
sisted of five items. An attempt was made to order the five items 
according to difficulty so that the first item was least difficult and 
the fifth item was the most difficult. The entire test was reviewed; 
and criticized by Dr. Goff and revised in consideration of this criti-
cism. The entire test was given as a pretest,. while the same test, 
excluding the first three parts relating to the relevant basic abili-
ties, was given as a posttest. 
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Procedures 
In order to carry out the study of factors proposed by Gagne and 
their relationships to the learning hierarchy concerning the concept of 
the limit of a function, the following procedures were employed. 
First, the particular terms were defined in relation to the hierarchy. 
Second, the scope of the study in regard to the limit concept was 
determined •. The limit concept is one of the first concepts presented 
in the beginning calculus course and thus the students would normally 
have completed the prerequisites of this course when beginning the 
study of the limit concept. It was, therefore, decided for the pur-
poses of this study, that the learning hierarchy and corresponding 
learning program would be written under the assumption that the sub-
jects had completed prerequisites fo:r the calculus course. Thus, 
subjects would need to have nearly completed the analytic geometry 
course or to have just begun the calculus course. With the permission 
and advice of the Chairman of the Mathematics Department, Dr. Jewett, 
it was decided to choose subjects from the analytic geometry course. 
Since extending the limit concept beyond the limit of algebraic func-
tions would require introduction of several new concepts, the learning 
hierarchy and corresponding learning program were not e~tended beyond 
the topic of limits of algebraic functions. 
Third, construction of the learning hierarchy, learning program~ 
and tests of learning sets, each discussed ~nder a separate heading in 
this chapter, was carried out. 
Fourth, the experiment was conducted. The experiment was begun 
two weeks before the end of the semester, and the pretest was adminis-
tered on a Monday during the regular class period. At the beginning of 
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the class period the next day, the subjects were given instructions in 
use of the programmed material and were told to write the words "Record 
the Time" in the margins of the programmed material at the end of ten 
specified frames. The subjects were then told to record the time when-
ever they reached these points while working through the program. 
Since these instructions concerning time might have led to undue hurry-
ing by the subjects, they were instructed to work at a comfortable rate 
and that sufficient time was allotted so that each could complete the 
program. The time was then announced, the subjects were told to record 
the time, and to begin the program. At the end of the class period the 
subjects were told to record the time and the programmed material was 
collected. On successive days during the regular class period the 
subjects were given their programmed materials and told to record the 
time and to continue working on the program, recording the time at the 
specified frames. At the end of each period the time was again record-
ed and the materials collected. Some of the &ubjects completed the 
program during the fifth class period and all subjects had completed 
the program by the end of the sixth class period of work on the pro-
gram. The posttest was administered during the next regular class 
period. 
After collecting the data from the experiment, the ACT composite 
score and ACT social science scores were·. obtad.ned · from:, the: students' 
college records. Thus, for each of twenty-two subjects, data had been 
collected on each of the following twenty-four variables: RI, RI:J;, 
RIII, RIVA, RIVB,. RIVC, RIVD, RIVE,. RV, RVI, AI, AII, AIII, AIVA,. AIVB, 
AIVC, AIVD, AIVE, AV, AVI, RBA, IBA,. PA, and INT. The notation for 
these variables was explained in Chapter I, and the variables are 
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listed in the appendix. Intercorrelations were obtained among all 
twenty-four variables. 
The first of the three main questions of this study concerned 
significance of relationships between variables and led to ten hypothe-
ses. To test these hypotheses the appropriate correlational values 
were tested for significance using the table EE, page 406, given by 
, Peatman (12). 
Hypothesis (H : 1) states: For each learning set, there is no 
0 
significant correlation between rate of learning of the learning set 
and test scores of relevant basic ability tests. To test this hypoth-
esis the correlational values rRVI x RBA' rRV x RBA' rRIVA x RBA' 
rRIVB x RBA' rRIVC xRBA' rRIVD x RBA' rRIVE x RBA, rRIII x RBA' 
rRII x RBA' and rRI x RBA were checked for significance. 
Hypothesis (H :2) states: For each learning set, there is no 
0 
significant correlation petween rate of learning of the learning set 
and test scores of irrelevant basic ability tests. To test this 
hypothesis the correlational values rRVI X IBA' rRV x IBA' rRIVA x IBA' 
rRIVB x IBA' rRIVC x IBA' rRIVD x IBA' rRIVE x IBA' rRIII x IBA' 
rRII x IBA' and rRI x IBA were checked for significance. 
Hypothesis (H :3) states: . For each learning set, there is no 
0 
significant correlation between' rate of learning of the learning set 
and achievement of relevant learning sets a student demonstrates before 
he begins the learning program. 'l'o test this hypothesis the correla-
tional values rRVI x PA'. rRV x PA' rRIVA x PA' rRIVB x PA' rRIVC X PA' 
rRIVD xPA' rRIVE x PA' rRIII x PA' rRII x PA' and rRI x PA were 
checked for significance. 
Hypothesis (H :4) states: For each learning set, there is no 
0 
significant correlation between rate of learning of the learning set 
and intelligence as measured by ACT scores. To test this hypothesis 
the correlational values rRVI X INT' rRV x INT' rRIVA·x INT' 
rIVB x INT' rRIVC x INT' rRIVD x INT' rR;I:VE x INT' rRUI x INT' 
rRII x INT' and rRI xINT were checked for significance. 
Hypothesis (H :5) states:. For each learning set, there is no 
0 
significance correlation between rate of learning of the learning set 
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and achievement of the immediately subordinate learning set (or sets). 
To test this hypothesis the correlational values rRVI x ASLS' 
rRV x ASLS' rRIVA x ASLS' rRIVB x ASLS' rRIVC x ASLS' rRIVD x ASLS' 
rRIVE x ASLS' rRIII x ASLS' rRII x ASLS' and rRI x ASLS were checked 
for significance. 
Since the learning sets subordinate to learning set VI are rele-
vant basic abilities, the correlation rRVI x ASLS was taken to be the 
correlation r RVI x RBA'. The correlation rRV x ASLS was taken to be the 
correlation rRV x AVI and so on as indicated in Table II, page 45 of 
this study. Since learning set III has three directly subordinate 
learning sets, the correlation rRII x ASLS was taken to be the arith-
metic mean of the correlations rRIII X AIVA' rRIII x AIVB' and 
rRIII x Aivc· For similar reasons the correlations rRII x ASLS is 
taken to be the arithmetic mean of the correlations rRII and 
X AIU 
rRil x RIVD' Likewise, the correlation rRI x ASLS is taken to be the 
arithmetic mean of the correlations rRI x AII and rRI x AIVE' 
Hypothesis (H : 6) states: . For each learning set, thei;e is signif-
o 
icant correlation between achievement of the learning set and test 
scores of relevant basic ability tests •. To test this hypothesis the 
correlational values rAVI x RBA~ rAV x.RBA' rAIVA xRBA' rAIVB x RBA' 
r AIVC x RBA' r AIVD x· RBA' r AIVE x RBA' rAIII x .RBA' r AI! x· RBA' and 
rAI x RBA were checked for significance • 
. Hypothesis (H : 7) states: For each learning set, there is no 
0 
significant correlation between achievement of the learning set and 
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test scores of irrelevant basic ability tests. To test this hypothesis 
the correlational values r AV! x IBA' r AV x IBA' r AI.VA x IBA' 
r AIVB x IBA' r AIVC x IBA' r AIVD x IBA' r AIVE x IBA' r AIII x :IBA' 
rAII .x IBA' and rAI x IBA were checked for significance. 
Hypothesis (H0:8) states: For each learning set, there is no 
significant correlation between achievement of the learningset and 
achievement of relevant learning sets a student demonstrates before he 
begins the learning program. To test this hypothesis, the correlation-
al values r AVI x PA'. rAV x PA' r AIVA x PA' r AIVB x· PA'. r AIVC x PA' 
r AIVD x PA' rAIVE x PA' r AIII x PA' r AI! x PA' and r AI x PA were 
checked for significance . 
. Hypothesis (H· :9) states: For each learning set, there is no 
0 
significant correlation between achievement of the learning set and 
intelligence as measured by ACT scores. To test this hypothesis the 
correlational values rAVI x..INT' rAV x INT' rAIVA x INT' rAIVB x INT' 
rAIVC x INT' r AIVD x. INT' r AIVE x INT' rAIII x. INT' r AI! x INT and 
rAI x INT were checked for significance. 
Hypothesis (H. : 10) states: For 'each learning set, there is no 
0 
significant correlation between achievement of the learning set and 
· achievement of the immediately subordinate learning set (or sets). To 
test this hypothesis the correlational values rAVI x ASLS' rAV x ASLS' 
r AIVA x ASLS' r AIVB' x ASLS' r AIVC x ASLS' .r AIVD x ASLS ~ r AIVE x ASLS' 
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rAIIl x ASLS' rAll x ASLS' and rAl x ASLS were checked for significance. 
As before, special considerations had to be made·when the variable ASLS 
was involved. The correlation rAVl x ASLS was taken to be rAVl xRBA' 
also, rAUl x ASLS was taken to be the arithmetic mean of rAUl x AlVA' 
r AlU x AlVB' and r AUl x Alvc· The correlation r AU x ASLS was taken 
to be the arithmetic mean of rAU x AlU and rAll x AlVD' The correla-
tion rAl x ASLS was taken to be the arithmetic mean of rAl x All and 
rAl x AlVE 0 
The second major question of the study concerned increased corre-
lational values at upper levels of the learning hierarchy and led to 
ten hypotheses. 
The method for testing significant differences in correlational 
values is given byPeatman (12: p. 309). lf x, y, and z are three 
variables and it is desired to know if there is a significant differ-
ence between the cor:relationrxz and ryz' at value is computed by the 
following formula. 
(1) 
t = ~--------------------------------------------~ 
2 
- r xz 
2 2 
- r - r . + 2r · :ryz yz ·xy xz . r j x"1 
when n represents the number of p~irs of observations. 
The critical value oft for the .05 significance level is found in 
table B of Peatman (12). The critical value and computed value oft 
were compared to determine significant differences between the correla-
tional values. 
Hypothesis (H : 11) states: . When considering the cor:relational 
0 
values between relevant basic abilities and rate of learning of 
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learning sets, there is no si.gnificant difference between the correla-
tional values from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. To test this 
hypothesis the differences rRV x RBA - rRVI x RBA' rRIVA x RBA 
rRV x RBA' rRIVBx RBA - rRV x RBA' ~IVC x RBA - rRV xRBA' 
rRIVD x RBA - rRV x RBA' rRIVE x RBA - rRV x RBA' rRIII x RBA 
rRIVA x RBA' rRIII x RBA - rRIVBx RBA' rRIII x.RBA - rRIVC x RBA' 
rRII x RBA - rRIII x RBA' rRII x RBA - rRIVD x RBA' rRI x RBA 
rRII x RBA' and rRI x RBA - rRIVE x RBA' were computed and tested for 
significance . 
. Hypothesis (H :12) states: When considering the correlational 
0 
values between irrelevant basic abilities and rate of learning, there 
is no significant difference between the correlational values from 
adjacent levels of the hierarchy. l'o test this hypothesis, the differ-
ences rRV x IBA - rRVI x IBA' rRIVA x IBA - rRV x IBA' rRIVB x IBA 
rRV x IBA' rRlVC x IBA - rRV x IBA' rRIVD x IBA - rRV x IBA' 
rRIVE x IBA - rRV x IBA' rRIII x IBA - rRIVA x IBA.' rRIII x. IBA 
rRIVB x.IBA' rRIII x IBA - rRIVC xIBA' rRII x.IBA - rRIII x I:aA' 
rRII x IBA - rRIVD x IBA' rRI x IBA - rRII X IBA' and rRI x IBA 
rRIVE x IBA' were computed and tested for significance. 
Hypothesis (H :13) states: When considering the correlational 
0 
values between achievement of relevant learning sets a student demon-
strates before he begins the learning program and rate of learning, 
there is no significant difference between the correlational values 
from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. To test this hypothesis, the 
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differences rRV x PA - rRVI x PA' rRIVA x PA - rRV x PA' rRIVB x.PA 
rRV x PA' rR!VC x PA - rRV x PA' rRIVD x PA - rRV x PA' rRIVE x PA -
rRV x PA' rRIII x PA - rRIVA x PA' rRIII x PA - rRIVB · x PA' rRIII x PA -
rRIVC x PA' rRII x PA - rRIII x PA' rRII x PA - rRIVD x PA' rRI x PA -
rRII x PA' and rRI x PA - rRlVE x PA' we:t;"e computed and tested for 
significance. 
Hypothesis (H :14) states: When considering correlational values 
0 
between intelligence and r1:1.te of learning, there is no significant 
differences between the correlational values from adjacent levels of 
the hierarchy. To test this hypothesis the difference rRV x INT -
rRVI x INT' rRIVA x INT - rRV x INT' rRIVB x INT - rRV x INT' 
rRIVC x INT - rRV x INT' rRIVD x INT - rRV x INT' rRIVE x INT -
rRV x INT' rRIII x INT - rRIVA x INT' rRIII X INT - rRIVB x INT' 
rRIII x INT - rRIVC xINT' rRII x INT - rRUI x INT' rRII x IN'l: 
rRIVD x INT' rRI x INT - rRI! x INT' 1:1,nd rRI x INT - rRIVE x INT' were 
tested for significance. 
Hypothesis (H :15). states: When considering the correlatiqnal 
0 
values between achievement of immediately subordinate learning sets and 
rate of learning, there is no significant difference between the corre-
lational values from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. To test this 
hypothesis, the differences rRV x ASLS - rRVI x ASLS' rRIVA x ASLS -
rRV x ASLS' rRIVB x ASLS - rRV x ASLS' rRIVC x ASLS - rRV x ASLS' 
rRIVD x ASLS - rRV x ASLS' rRIVE x ASLS - rRV x ASLS' rRIII x ASLS-
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rRIVA x ASLS' rRIII x ASLS - rRIVB x ASLS' rRIII x ASLS - rRIVC x ASLS' 
rRII x ASLS - rRIVD x ASLS' rRI x ASLS - rRII x ASLS' and rR! x ASLS -
rRIVE x ASLS' were computed and tested for significance. 
Hypothesis (H :16) states: When considering the correlational 
0 
values between relevant basic abilities and achievement of each learn-
ing set, there is no significant difference between the correlational 
values from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. To test this hypothesis, 
the differences rAV x RBA - rAVI x RBA' rAIVA x RBA - rAV x RBA' 
r - r r - r r AIVB x RBA AV x RBA' AIVC x RBA AV x RBA' AIVD x RBA 
rAV x RBA' rA;I:VE x RBA - rAV x RBA' rAIII x RBA - rAIVA x RBA' 
r All! x RBA - r AIVB x RBA' r AI!! x RBA .. r AIVC x RBA' r AI! x RBA -
rAIII x RBA' rAII x RBA - rAIVD x RBA' rAI x RBA - rAII x RBA' and 
rAI x RBA - rAIVE x RBA were computed and tested for significance. 
Hypothesis (H :17) states: When considering the correlational 
0 
values between irrelevant basic abilities and achievement of each 
learning set, there is no significant difference between the correla-
tional values from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. To test this 
hypothesis, the differences rAV x IBA .. rAVI X IBA' rAIVA x IBA -
rAV x IBA' rAIVB x IBA - rAV x IBA' rAIVC x IBA - rAV x IBA' 
rAIVD x IBA - r AV x IBA' r AlVE x IBA - r AV x IBA' rAIII x IBA 
r AIVA x IBA' r AIU x IBA - r AIVB x IBA' r AIU x IBA - rAIVC x IBA' 
r - r r · - r r -
AI! x IBA All! x IBA' AI! x .. IBA AIVD x IBA' AI x IBA 
rAII X-IBA' ar:id rAI x IBA - rAIVE x!BA' were computed and tested for 
significance. 
Hypothesis (H :18) states: When considering the correlational 
0 
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values between achievement of relevant learning sets the student demon-
strates before beginning the learning program and achievement of each 
learning set, there is no significant difference between the correla-
tion values from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. To test this 
hypothesis, the differences rAV xPA - rAVI x PA' rAIVA x PA - rAV x.PA' 
rAIVB x PA - rAV x PA' rAIVC x PA - rAV x PA' rAIVD x PA - rAV x PA' 
rAIVE x PA - rAV xPA' rAIII x PA - rAIVA xPA' rAIII x PA - rAIVB x PA' 
rAIII xPA - rAIVC x PA' rAII x PA - rAIII xPA' rAII x PA - rAIVD x PA' 
r - r and r r were computed and AI x PA AII x PA' . ... AL.x PA.... AIVE x PA' 
tested.for .significance. 
Hypothesis (H :19) states: When considering the correlational 
0 
values between intelligence and achievement of each learning set, there 
ate no significant differences between the correlational values from 
adjacent levels of the hierarchy. To test this hypothesis, the differ-
ence r AV x INT - r AV! x INT' r AIVA x INT - r AV x INT' r AIVB x INT 
rAV x INT' rAIVC x INT - rAV x INT' rAIVD x INT - rAV x INT' 
r AIVE x INT - .r AV x INT' r AIII x INT - r AIVA x INT' r AIII x. INT 
r AIVB x INT' r AIII x INT - r AIVC x INT' r AII x INT - r AI!! x INT' 
rAII x INT - rAIVD x INT' rAI x INT - rAII xINT' and rAI x INT 
rAIVE x INT' were computed and tested for significance. 
Hypothesis (H :20) states: When considering the correlational 
0 
values between achievement of each learning set and its immediately 
subordinate learning set, there is no significant difference between 
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the correlational values from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. To 
test this hypothesis, the differences rAV x ASLS - rAVI x AS:f.,S' 
rAIVA x ASLS - rAV x ASLS' rAIVB x ASLS - rAVxASLS' ;:AIVC.xASLS 
rAV xASLS' rAIVD xASLS - rAV x ASLS' rAIVE x ASLS - rAV xASLS' 
r AIII x ASLS - r AIVA x ASLS' r Al!! x ASLS - r AIVB x ASLS' r AI!! x ASLS -
rAIVC x ASLS' r Al! x ASLS - r AII! x ASLS' r AI! .::i( ASLS ~ r AIVD x,A:SLS' 
and tested for significance. 
The differences in correlational values were tested for signifi-
cance to determine if there was significant increase or decrease in 
correlational values between the dependent variables rate of learning 
and achievement of the learning set and the independent variables RBA, 
IBA, PA, INT, and ASLS, as one moved upward in the hierarchy. In some 
cases a learning set had more than one subordinate learning set. In 
these cases the process was applied separately for each subordinate 
learning set. 
The third major question of the study concerned correlations 
. between performance measures and relevant basic abilities as compared 
to correlations between performance measures and irrelevant basic 
abilities and led to the hypotheses (H :21) and (H :22). 
0 . 0 
. Hypothesis (H : 21) states: · When considering values of correlation 
0 
between rate of learning and relevant basic abilities and values of 
correlation between rate of learning and irrelevant basic abilities at 
corresponding levels of the hierarchy, there is no significant differ-
ence between the values. To test this hypo'thesis, differences in 
correlational values rRVI x RBA - rRVI x IBA' rRV x RBA - rJW x IBA' 
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rRIVAx RBA - rRIVA x IBA' rRIVB x RBA - rRIVB x IBA' rRIVC x RBA 
rRIVC x IBA' rRIVD x RBA - rRIVD x IBA' rRIVE x RBA - rRIVE x IBA' 
rRIII x RBA - rRIII x IBA' rRII x RBA - rRII~x IBA' and rRI x RBA 
rRI x IBA' were computed and tested for significance, Each difference 
between correlational values was tested by computing at value using 
formula (1) and comparing with the critical value oft for the .05 
significance level from Table Bin Peatman (12). 
Hypothesis (H :22) states: When considering values of correlation 
0 
between achievement of a learning set and relevant basic abilities and 
values of correlation between achievement of a learning set and irrele-
vant basic abilities at corresponding levels of the hierarchy, there is 
no significant difference between these values. To test this hypothe-
sis, differences in correlational values rAVI x RBA - rAVI x IBA' 
rAV x RBA - rAV x IBA' rAIVA x RBA - rAIVA x IBA' rAIVB x RBA -
rAIVB x IBA' rAIVC x RBA - rAIVC x IBA' rAIVD x RBA - rAIVD x IBA' 
rAIVE x RBA - rAIVE x IBA' rAIII x RBA - r AIII x IBA' r All x RBA -
r All x IBA'· and r AI x RBA - r AI JI:· IBA' were computed and tested for 
significance. 
Each difference between correlational values was tested by comput-
ing at value using formula (1) and comparing with the critical value 
oft for the .05 significance level from Table Bin Peatman (12). 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The information presented in this chapter concerns the results of 
the statistical procedures desc.ribed in Chapter III. 
The problem considered in this study~ stated formally in Chapter I, 
concerned certain factors proposed by Gagne and Paradise (7) and their 
relationships to certain meas1.,1res of performance on a learning program 
involving the concept of the limit of a function. Table I contains the 
intercorrelations between all 24 variables considered in this study. 
In an attempt to gain additional information about relationships 
between the variables involved, three questions were considered. The 
first of these questions concerned significance of relationships 
between the variables and led to ten hypotheses. Hypothesis (H :1) 
0 
stated: For each learning set, there is no significant correlation 
between rate of learning of the learning set and test scores of rele-
vant basic ability tests, The critical value of r., based on an N of 
twenty-two, from table EE, page 406, Peatman (12) was r = .4227. None 
of the correlational values involved, listed in column one of Table II, 
were greater than or equal to this value, and thus hypothesis (H :1) 
0 
. was not rejected for any of the learning sets. 
Hypothesis (H :2) l:ltated: For each learning set, there is no 
0 
significant correlation between rate of learning of the learning set 
and test scores of irrelevant basic ability tests. The correlational 
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TABLE I 
PRODUCT-MOMENT COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION AMONG 24 VARIABLES 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE LEARNING HIERARCHY 
RVI RV RIVA RIVB RIVC RIVD RIVE RIII RII RI AVI AV AIVA AIVB AIVC AIVD AIVE AIU AII AI RBA IBA PA INT 
RVI .642 .504 . 736 • 712 .300 -.013 .455 .360 .552 .052 -.185 .000 -.414 -.360 -.162 - .122 - .178 -.2&0 -.378 .033 .081 -.130 .114 
RV .695 . 705 • 784 .427 .145 .666 .492 .617 - .192 -.107 .000 -.320 -.2.26 .006 - .075 -.040 -.585 - .104 .064 .016 .125 -.036 
RIVA • 788 • 715 .415 .15 7 .246 .504 .500 -.217 -.067 .000 -.182 - .154 -.185 -.150 -.226 -.470 .183 .135 - .089 .134 - .013 
RIVB • 739 .512 .030 .350 .614 .595 - .102 -.058 .ooo -.254 - .193 - .081 - .089 -.091 -.467 -.086 .345 .061 - . 019 .129 
RIVC .414 .265 .588 .639 .612 - .096 - .218 .000 - .208 -.199 .007 - .119 - .346 -.398 -.071 .091 .031 .064 -.022 
RIVD .500 .514 .570 .652 .040 .326 .000 .288 .290 -.217 .179 .062 - .264 .252 .307 .094 .524 .259 
RIVE .352 .442 .567 -.075 .029 .000 .589 .545 -.030 .241 - .086 .135 .409 -.077 -.075 .594 .029 
·RIII .405 .731 -.031 .028 .000 -.030 -.046 .081 - .081 .052 -.197 -.138 -.030 .159 .230 .043 
RII .530 -.140 .020 .000 .082 .229 .222 .069 - .198 • .069 .107 .263 .135 .337 ,259 
RI -.063 .041 .ooo .095 .065 .112 - .062 · .057 - .250 .011 .148 .073 .371 .100 
AVI .131 .000 -.024 - .184 .066 .262 -.100 .307 .038 .308 .586 .009 .471 
AV .000 .240 : 275 -.110 .054 -.110 .253 .631 .493 • .014 .416 .185 
.A.IVA .000 .000 .ooo .000 .000 .000 .ooo .000 .000 .000 .000 
AIVB 0857 - .228 .143 .029 .106 - .462 - .035 -.410 .310 -.299 
AIVC - .095 .217 -.007 .086 .382 .021 -.303 .429 -.123 
AIVil .327 .030 .069 -.105 .336 .339 .16~ .183 
Aitt _232 -.152 .191 .221 .139 . 387 .064 
AIU - .125 -.173 ~.294 -.080 .065 .020 
All .180 .067 .230 .116 .416 
AI .305 -.072 J404 .094 
RBA .300 .253 .341 
·IBA .042 .846 











RIVE - .077 
RIII -.030 















PRODUCT-MOMENT COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN 
RA'EE OF LEARNING AND FIVE MEASURES OF,PERFORMANCE 
PA INT ASLS 
- .130 .114 rRVI x RBA = .033 
.125 -.036 rRV x AVI = -· 192 
.134 -.013 r = RIVA x AV -.067 
-.019 .129 rRIVB x AV= - .058 
.064 - .022 rRIVC xAV = -.218 
* .524 .259 r = RIVD x AV .326 
* .594 .029 rRIVE x AV= .029 
.230 .043 (rRIII x AIVA + rRIII x AIVB + rRIII x AIVC)/ 3 = 
.337 .259 ( rRII x AIII + rRII x AIVD} I 2 = .012 
.371 .100 (rRI x A.II + rRI x AIVE}/ 2 = - .156 





values involved in testing hypothesis (H. :2) were listed in column two 
0 
of Table II .. Since none of these correlational values were greater 
than or equal to the critical value,. r = .4227, hypothesis (H :2) was 
0 
not rejected for any of the learning sets. 
Hypothesis (H :3) stated: For each learning set, there is no 
0 
significant correlation between rate of learning of the learning set 
and achievement of relevant learning sets a student demonstrates before 
he begins the learning program. The correlational values involved in 
testing hypothesis (H :3) were listed in column three of Table II. 
0 
Since only the correlational values rRIVD x PA= .524 and rRIVE x PA= 
.594 were greater than the critical valuer= .4227, hypothesis (H :3) q 
was rejected for learning sets IVD and IVE, and hypothesis (H :3) was 
0 
not rejected for any of the other learning sets. 
Hypothesis (H :4) stated: For each learning set, there is no 
0 
significant correlation between rate of learning of the learning set 
and intelligence as measured by ACT scores. The correlatiortal values 
involved in testing hypothesis (H :4) were listed in column four of 
0 
Table II .. Since none of these correlational values were greater than 
or equal to the critical value, .r = .4227, hypothesis (H :4) was not 
0 
rejected .for any of the learning sets. 
Hypothesis (H :5) stated: For each learning set, there is no 
0 
significant correlation between rate of learning of the learning set 
and achievement of the iµimediately subordinate learning set (or sets). 
The correlational values involved in testing hypothesis (H :5) were 
0 
listed in column five of Table II. Since none of these correlational 
values were greater than or equal to the critical value, r = .4227, 
hypothesis (H :5) was not rejected for any of the learning sets. 
0 
Hypothesis (H :6) stated: For each learning set, there is no 
0 
significant correlation between achievement of the learning set and 
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test scores of relevant basic ability tests. The correlational values 
involved in testing hypothesis (H :6) are listed in column one of 
. 0 
Table III. Since only the correlational value rAIV x RBA = .493 was 
greater than or equal to the critical value,. r = .4227, hypothesis 
(H :6) was rejected for learning set V and was not rejected for the 
0 
other learning sets. 
Hypothesis (H :7) stated: For each learning set, there is no 
0 
significant correlation between achievement of the learning set and 
test scores of irrelevant basic ability tests. The correlational 
values involved in testing hypothesis (H
0
:7) were listed in column two 
of 'table TU .. Since only the correlational value rAVI X IBA= .586 was 
g;reater than or equal to the critical value, r = .4227, hypothesis 
(H :7) was rejected for learning set VI and was not rejected for the 
0 
other learning sets. 
Hypothesis (H :8) stated: For each learn;i.ng set, there is no 
0 
significant correlation between achievement of the learning set and 
achievement of relevant learning sets a student demonstrates before he 
begins the learning program. The correlational values involved in 
testing hypothesis (H :8) were listed in column three of Table III. 
0 
Since only the correlational value rAIVC x.PA = .429 was greater than 
or equal to the critical value, .. r = .4227, hypothesis (H :8) was 
0 
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rAVI x RBA = · 308 
rAVxAVI=.l3l 
rAIVA x AV= .OOO 
rAIVB x AV .240 
rAIVC x AV= ' 275 
rAIVD x AV= -.llO 
rAIVE x AV = • 054 
(r AIII x AIVA + r AIII x AIVB + r AIII x AIVC )/ 3 = . 007 
(rAII x AIII + rAII xAIVD)/ 2 = -.02S 
(rAI x AII + rAI x AIVE)/ 2 = ·186 
Significant at .05 level, critical value is r = .4227 
Hypothesis (H :9) stated: For each learning set, there is no 
0 
significant correlation between achievement of the learning set and 
intelligence as measured by .i\,C'l;' scores. The correlational values 
involved in testing hypothesis (H :9) were listed in column four of 
0 
Table III. Since only the correiational value rAVI x INT= .471 was 
greater than or equal to the critical value, r = .4227, hypothesis 
(H
0
:9) was rejected for learning set VI and was not rejected for the 
other learning sets. 
Hypothesis (R :10) stated: For each learning set, there is no 
0 
significant correlation between achievement of the learning set and 
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achievement of the immediately subordinate learning set (or sets). Tlw 
correlational values involved in testing hypothesis (H :10) were listed 
0 
in column five of Table III. None of these correlational values were 
greater than or equal to the critical value, r = .4227, and thus 
hypothesis (H
0
:10) was not rejected for any of the learning sets. 
The experiment conducted by the writer was based on a study by 
Gagne (7) and thus the writer predicted results similar to those 
reported by Gagne. It. was expected that correlational values between 
rate of learning of the learning sets and the factors of relevant basic 
abilities (RBA), prior achievement (PA), .. and achievement of subordinate 
learning sets (ASLS) would attain significance, particularly at upper 
levels of the hierarchy. The results recorded in Table II and test of 
hypotheses (H :1), (H :3), and H :5), did not support this pi;-ediction. 
0 0 0 
In fact, six of the ten correlati,onal values between rate of learning 
of a learning set and achievement of the subordinate learning set were 
negative. 
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It was also expected that correlational values between achievement 
of each learning set and factors of relevant basic abilities (RBA), 
prior achievement (PA), and achievement of subordinate learning sets 
(ASLS) would attain significance. However, the results recorded in 
Table III and tests of hypotheses (H :6), (H; :8), and (H :10), did not 
0 0 0 
support this expectation. It was also predicted that correlational 
values between rate of learning of each learning set and the factors 
irrelevant basic abilities (IBA) and intelligence (IN!) would not 
attain significance except perhaps at the lower levels of the hierarchy. 
The correlational values between achievement of each learning set and 
the factors of irrelevant basic abilities (IBA) and intelligence (INT) 
also were expected to be non-significant except perhaps at the lower 
levels of the hierarchy. The results recorded in Tables II and III and 
tests of hypotheses (H :2), (H :4), (H :7) and (H :9), support these 
0 . 0 0 0 
expectations. In general, however, the predicted answer, to the first 
major question, that both achie:vement and rate of learning of each 
learning set is dependent primarily on factors of achievement of sub-
ordinate learning sets, prior achievement, and relevant basic abilities, 
and to a lesser extent on factors of intelligence and irrelevant basic 
abilities, was not supported since most of the correlational values 
involved were non-significant. 
The second major question that was investigated in this study 
involved comparing the correlatianal values at the different levels of 
the hierarchy and led to ten hypotheses. EaGh hypothesis was tested by 
finding differences between correlational values, as indicated in 
Chapter III,. and computing at value from each difference. Hypothesis 
(H :11) stated: When considering the correlational values between 
0 
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relevant basic abilities and rate of learning of learning sets, there 
is no significant difference between the correlational values from 
adjacent levels of the hierarchy. The differences in correlational 
values and the corresponding t value were listed in Table IV. Since 
none of the t values were greater than the critical value, t = 2.093, 
hypothesis (H
0
:11) was not rejected . 
. It had been predicted, based on a study by Gagne and Paradise (7) 
that correlational values between relevant basic abilities and rate of 
learning would decrease as the learner moved up the hierarchy. The 
results recorded in column one of Table II and the fact that hypothesis 
(H :11) was not rejected both indicate that the above prediction was 
0 
not supported. 
Hypothesis (H :12) stated: When considering the correlational 
. 0 
values between irrelevant basic abilities and rate of learning, there 
is no significant difference between the correlational values from 
adjacent levels of the hierarchy. The differences between the correla-
tional values and the corresponding t values involved in testing 
hypothesis (H :12) were listed in Table V. Since none of the t values 
0 
were greater than the critical value, t. = 2.093, hypothesis (H :12) was 
. 0 
not rejected. 
It. was predicted that correlational values between irrelevant 
basic abilities and rate of learning would remain nearly constant as 
the learner moved up the hierarchy. These correlation values are 
recorded in column two o:f; Table II. Since hypotheses (H :12) was not 
0 
rejected this prediction was supported. 
. TABLE IV 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CORRELATIONAL VALUES INVOLVING 
RATE OF LEARNING. OF 10 LEARNING SETS AND RELEVANT 
BASIC ABILITIES, AND THE CORRES.PONDING . t VALUES 
Difference t 
rRV x RBA rRVI x RBA = .064 .033 = .031 .160 
rR!VA x RBA - rRV x RBA = .135 - .064 = .071 .400 
rRIVB x RBA - r = .345 .064 = • 281 1.764 RV x RBA 
r rRV x RBA = .091 - .064 = .027 .157 RIVC x RBA 
rRIVD x RBA r = .307 .064 = .243 .542 · RV x RBA 
rRIVE rRV x RBA = -.077 .064 = ... 141 -.473 x RBA 
rRIU rRIVA x RBA = -.030 .135 = - .165 -.592 xRBA 
r - rRIVB = -.030 .345 = -.~76 -1.554 RH! x RB.A. x RBA 
r - rRIVC = -.030 .091 = -.121 -.587 R!II x RBA x RBA 
r r = .263 - (-.030) = • 293 1.229 RU x RBA R!I! x RBA 
r r = .263 .307 = -.044 -.219 RU x RBA RIVD x RBA 
rRI x RBA .. r = .148 - .263 = - .115 -.536 RI! x RBA 
rRI x RBA - rRIVE = .148 (-.077) = .225 1.088 x RBA 
Critical value oft at .05 level is 2.093 
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TABLE V 
. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CORRELAr:tONAL VALUES INVOLVING RATE 
OF LEARNING OF 10 LEARNING SE!S AND IRRELEVANT BASIC 
ABILITIES, AND THE CORRE:SPONDING t VALUES 
Difference t 
r - rRVI x IBA = . 016 • 081 = -.065 -.336 RV x IBA 
r rRV x = -.089 .016 = - .105 .592 RIVA x IBA IBA 
rRIVB x rRV x = .061 .016 = .045 .256 :(BA IBA 
rRIVC x - rRV x = .031 .016 = .015 .099 IBA IBA 
rRIVD x rRV x = .094 .016 = .078 .319 IBA IBA 
rRIVE rRV X = - . 075 .016 = - .091 - .304 X IBA IBA 
rRIII rRIVA x = .159 (-.089) = .248 .900 x IBA IBA 
rRIII rRIVB = .159 • 061 = .098 .379 X IBA x IBA 
r - rRl:VC = .159 .031 = .1~8 .624 RIII x. IBA x IBA 
rRII - rRIII = .135 - .159 = - • 024 - . 097 x· IBA X IBA 
rRII - rRJ;VD x = .135 - .094 = .041 .195 x IBA IBA 
rRI x - rR.II x = .073 - .135 = -.062 -.281 IBA IBA 
rRI x - rRIVE = .073 - (-.075) :;: .148 .702 IBA X IBA 
Critical value oft at .05 level is 2.093 
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Hypothesis (H : 13) stated: . When considering the correlational 
0 
values between achievement of relevant learning sets a student;: demon-
strates before he begins the learning program and rate of learning, 
there is no significant difference between the correlational values 
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from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. The differences between corre-
lational values and the corresponding t values involved to test hypoth-
esis (H .: 13) were listed in Table VI. . Since none of the t values were 
0 
greater than the critical value, t ::;: 2.093, hypothesis (H : 13) was not 
0 
rej ec.ted. 
It was predicted that correlational values between prior achieve-
ment and rate of learning would decrease as the learner moved up the 
hierarchy, The results recorded in column three of Table II and the 
fact that hypothesis (H :J.3) was not rejected indicate that this pre-
o 
diction was not supported. 
Hypothesis (H :14) stated: When considering correlational values 
0 
between intelligence and rate of learning, there is no significant 
difference between the correlational values from adjacent levels of 
the hierarchy. The differences between correlational values and the 
corresponding t :values involved in testing hypothesis (H ;14) were 
0 
listed in Table VII. Since none of the t values were greater than the 
critical value, t == 2.093, hypothesis (H :14) was not rejected. 
Q 
It was predicted that correlational values between intelligence 
scores and rate of learning recorded in column four of Table II, would 
remain nearly constant as the learner moved up the hierarchy. Since 




DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CORRELATIONAL VALUES INVOLVING 
· RATE OF LEARNING OF 10 LEARNING SETS AND PRIOR 
ACHIEVEMENT, AND THE CORRESPONDING t VALUES 
, .. ' ~. .. 
_:. ·;.:;-·,::,; ...• ,:,,::. ·:!<'·• 
Difference t 
rRV x PA rRVI x PA = .125 (-.130) = .255 1.377 
r - r = .134 - .125 = .009 .051 RIVA xPA RVx PA 
rRIVB x PA . - rRV x PA = -.019 .125 = -.144 -.833 
r rRV x PA = .064 .125 = -.061 - .408 RIVC x PA 
r rRV x PA = .524 .125 = .399 1.924 RIVD x PA 
rRIVE rRV X PA = .594 .125 = .469 1.947 x PA 
rRIII r = .230 .134 • 096 .351 x PA RIVA x.PA 
r rRIVB x .PA = . 230 (- .• 019) . = .249 .984 · RIII x PA 
r - r = .230 ~064 = .166 .822 RUI X PA RIVC x PA 
rRII r = .337 - .230 = .io1 .45 7 X PA · RIII x PA 
rRII - r = .337 .524 = - .18 7 -1. 033 xPA ·RIVD x PA 
rRI x PA r = .371 - .337 = .034 .167 RII X PA 
rRI x PA - r = .371 - .594 = -.223 -1.300 RIVE x PA 
Critical value oft at .05 level is 2.093 
TABLE VII 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CORRELATIONALVALUES INVOLVING RATE 
OF LEARNING OF 10 LEAANING SETS AND :I;NTELLIGENCE, 
AND THE CORRESPONDING t VALUES 
Difference t 
r - rRVI x INT = -.036 .114 = - .150 - • 786 · R.V x INT 
rRIVA x INT - rRV x INT = -.013 (-.036) = .023 .128 
r - r = .129 (-.036) = .165 .960 RIVB·x INT RV x INT 
rRIVC x INT - rRV x INT = -.022 (-. 036) = .014 .093 
r - rRV x = .259 (- .036) = .295 1.261 RIVD x INT INT 
r . - rRV x = ,029 (-. 036) = • 065 .217 RIVE x INT :I;NT 
r - r .= .043 - (-.013) = .056 .199 RIII x INT RIVA x INT. 
r - r = .043 .129 = -.086 -.332 · RIII x INT RIVB x INT 
r - r = ,043 - (-. 022) = .065 ,3p RIII x INT RIVC x INT 
r . - r = .259 .043 = .216 .933 ·RII x ];NT RIII x INT 
r - rRIVD x = • 259 .259 = .ooo .ooo RII xINT INT 
rRI x INT - rRII x INT = .100 - .259 = - .159 -.741 
r - r .= .100 - .029 = .071 .335 RI x:CNT RIVE x INT 
Critical value oft at .05 level is 2.093 
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Hypothesis (H :15) stated: When considering the correlational 
0 
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values between achievement of immediately subordinate learning sets and 
rate of learning, there is no significant difference between the corre-
lational values from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. The differences 
between correlational values and the corresponding t values involved in 
testing hypothesis (H :15) were listed in Table VIII. The difference 
0 
r - rRV x AS·LS = .518. led to a t value of 2.419 which was RIVD x ASLS 
greater than the critical value t. = 2.093 and thus hypothesis (H :l!>) 
0 
was rejected for this case. However, the other differences in correla-
tional values listed in Table VIII did not lead to significant t values 
and thus hypothesis (H. :15) was not rejected in the other cases. 
0 
It was predicted that correlational values between achivement of 
subordinate learning sets. and rate of learning recorded in column five 
of Table II would increase as the learner moved up the hierarchy. 
Although this was true in one case, it was not true for the other cases 
and thus this prediction was in general not supported. 
Hypothesis (H :16) stated: When considering the correlational 
0 
values between relevant basic abilities and achievement of each learn-
ing set, there is no significant difference between the correlational 
values from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. The differences in 
correlational values and the corresponding t values involved in testing 
hypothesis (H
0
:16) were listed in Table IX. The difference rAIVB x RBA 
- r = - .528 led toa t value of - Z.181 which was greater (in 
AV x RBA 
absolute value) than the critical value, t = 2.093, and hypothesis 
(H :16) was rejected in this case. None o:f the other t values in Table 
0 




DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CORRELATIONAL VALUES INVOLVING 
RATE OF'LEARNING OF 10 'LEARNING SETS AND 
ACHIEVEMENT OF SUBORDINATE LEARNING SETS 
AND THE CORRESPONDING t VALUES 
Pi.fference t 
r - r = - .192 .033 = -.162 - .869 RV xASLS RVI x ASLS 
rRIVA x ASLS - rRV x ASLS = -.067 - (- .192), = .125 .714 
rRIVB x ASLS - rRV x ASLS = -.058 - (-.192) = .134 • 780 
rRIVC x ASLS - r = -.218 (-.192) = -.026 ... 177 RV. x ASLS 
* r - rRV xASLS = .326 - (-.192) = .518 2.419 RIVD x ASLS 
r - r = .029 (-.192) = .221 • 752 RIVE x.ASLS RV xASLS 
rRIII xASLS - rRIVA x ASLS = -.025 - (-.067) = .042 .149 
rRIII x :ASLS - rRIVB x ASLS = - .• 025 .. (-.058) = .033 .126 
rRIII x ASLS - rRIVC x ASLS = -.025 (-.218) = .193 .958 
r - ;rRIII x ASLS = .012 - (- .025) = ,. .013 - .052 · RII x ASLS 
rRII x ASLS r = ,012 .326 = -.314 -1.601 RIVD x ASLS 
rRI x ASLS - r = - .156 .012 = - .168 - .no RI! x ASLS 
rRI x ASLS - r . = - .156 - .029 = -.185 -.886 RIVE x ASLS 
* Significant at .05 level since critical value ot t i.s 2.093 
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TABLE IX 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CORRELATIONAL VALUES INVOLVING 
ACHIEVEMENT'OF 10 LEARNING SETS AND RELEVANT 
BASIC ABILITIES, AND THE 
CORRESPONDING t VALUES 
Difference 
r - r = .493 .308 = .185 AV x RBA AVI x RBA 
rAIVA x RBA - r = .000 .493 ' - - .493 AV x RBA 
" 
rAIVB x RBA - rAV x RBA = -.035 .493 ' - - .528 
r - rAV x RBA = .021 .493 = -.472 AIVC x RBA 
rAIVD x RBA - rAV x RBA 
:::: .336 .493 = - .157 
r - rAV x RBA = .221 .493 = - .272 AIVE x RBA 
rAUI xRBA - rAIVA x RBA = -.294 - .000 = - .294 
rAIU x RBA - rAIVB x RBA = - .294 - ( .... 305) = - • 259 
r - r = - • 294 - .021 = - . 315 AIU x RBA AIVC x RBA 
rAU x RBA - r = .067 - ( ... 294) = .361 AIU x RBA 
rAU x RBA - r = .067 - .336 = - . 269 AIVD x RBA 
rAI x RBA - rAU x RBA = .305 - .067 = .238 
rAI x RBA - r = .305 - .221 = .084 AIVE x RBA 
















is 2 .093 
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In light of the results reported by (;agne and Paradise (7) it was 
predicted that correlational values between relevant basic abilities 
and achievement of learning sets would increase as the learner moved up 
the hierarchy. The results recorded in column one of Table III and 
results of testing hypothesis (H :16) indicated that in general this 
0 
prediction was not supported. 
Hypothesis (H: :17) stated: When considering the correlational 
0 
values between irrelevant basic abilities and achievement of each 
learning set, there is no significant difference between the correla-
tional values from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. The differences 
between correlational values and the corresponding t values involved in 
testing hypothesis (H : 17) were listed in -Table X. The difference 
0 
rAV x IBA - rAVI x IBA = - .600 led to at value of - 2.463 which was 
greater (in absolute value) than the critical value, t = 2.093, and 
thus hypothesis (H :17) was rejected for this case. None of the other 
0 
t values in Table X were significant and hypothesis (H :17) was not 
0 
rejected in the other cases. 
It was predicted that correlational values between irrelevant 
basic abilities and achievement of learning sets recorded in column two 
of Table III would remain ne~rly constant as the learner moved up the 
hierarchy. Although a significant decrease occurred in one case the 
prediction was supported in general since hypothesis (H :17) was not 
0 
rejected for the other cases • 
. Hypothesis (H :18) stated: When considering the correlational 
0 
values between achievement; of relevant learning sets the student demon-
strates before beginning the learning program and achievement of each 
learning set, there is no significant difference between the 
TABLE X 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CORRELATIONAL VALUES INVOLVING 
ACHIEVEMENT OF 10 LEARNING SETS AND 
IRRELEVANT BASIC ABILITIES, AND 
THE CORRESPONDING t VALUES 
Difference 
rAV x - rAVI x IBA -.014 .586 -.600 IBA = = 
r - rAV x = .ooo (-. 014), = .014 AIVA x IBA IBA 
r - rAV x IBA = -.410 (-.014) = •• ,39 6 AIVB x IBA 
r - rAV x = -.303 (-.014) = - .289 AIVC x IBA IBA 
r - r = .339 (-.014) = .353 AIVD x IBA AV x IBA 
rAIVE x - rAV x IBA = .139 (-. 014) = .153 IBA 
r - rAIVA x = -.080 .. .ooo = - ,080 AIU x IBA IBA 
r - rAIVB x = -.080 - (-.410). = .330 AUI X IBA IM. 
r - rAIVC x = -.080 (-.303) = .223 AIU X IBA IBA 
rA:U x - r = .230 (-.080). = .310 IBA AIU x IBA 
r - r = .230 .339 = -.109 AUX IBA AIVD x IBA 
r - r = -.072 .230 = -.302 AI X IBA AU x.IBA 
rAI x - r = - .072 - .139 = - .211 ,IBA AIVE x IBA 


















correlational values from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. The 
differences between correlational values and the corresponding t values 
involved in testing hypothesia (H : 18) were listed in Table XI. Since 
0 . 
none of the t values were greater than the critical value, t = 2.093, 
hypothesis (H :18) was not rejected. 
0 
It was predicted that correlational values between prior achieve-
ment and achievement of learning sets would decrease as the learner 
moved up the hierarchy. This prediction was not supported by the 
results recorded in column three of Table III nor by the fact that 
hypothesis (H :18) was not rejected. 
0 
Hypothesis (H :19) stated:. When considering the correlational 
0 
values between intelligence and achievement of each learning set, there 
is no significant difference between the correlational values from 
adjacent levels of the hierarchy. The differences between correlation-
al values and the corresponding t values involved in testing hypothesis 
(H : 19) were listed in Table XII. Since none of the t values were 
0 
greater than the critical value, t. = 2.093, hypothesi,s (H :19) was not 
0 
rejec.ted. 
It was predicted that correlational values between intelligence 
scares and achievement of learning sets, recorded in column four of 
Table III, would remain nearly constant as the learner moved up the 
hierarchy. Since hypothesis (H :19) was not rejected, this prediction 
0 
was supported. 
Hypothesis (H : 20) stated: When ccmsidering the correlational 
0 
values between achievement of each learning set and its immediately 
subordinate learning set, there is no significant difference between 
the correlational values from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. 
TABLE XI 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CORRELATIONAL VALUES INVOLVING 
ACHIEVEMENT OF 10 ,LEARNING SETS AND PRIOR 
ACHIEVEMENT, AND THE CORRESPONDING 
t VALUES 
Difference 
rRV x PA - rRVI x PA = .416 - .009 = .407 
r - rRV x PA = .000 .416 = -.416 RIVA x PA 
rRIVB x PA - rRV x PA = .310 .416 = -.106 
r - r = .429 .416 = .013 RIVC.xPA RV xPA 
r rRV xPA = .163 .416 = - • 253 RIVD x PA 
rRIVE - rRV x PA = • 38 7 - .416 = -.029 xPA 
rRIII x PA r = .065 .000 = .065 RIVA x PA 
r - r = .065 - .310 = -.245 RU! x PA RIVB x PA 
r - r = .065 .429 = -.364 RIII x PA RIVC x PA 
rRII xPA - r = .116 - .065 = .051 RU! x PA 
r rRIVD x PA = .116 .163 = -.047 RI! x·PA 
rRI x PA - rRII x PA = .404 .116 = .288 
r - r = .404 • 387 = .017 RI xPA RIVE x PA 
















rAV x INT 
TABLE XII 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CORRELATIONAL VALUES 
INVOLVING ACHIEVEMENT OF 10 LEARNING 
SETS AW INTELLIGENCE, AND THE 
CORRESPONDING t VALUES 
Difference 
- rAVI x = .185 .471 = -.286 INT 
r - r = .000 .185 = -.185 AIVA x INT AV x INT 
r - r = -.299 .185 -.484 AIVB x INT AV x INT = 
r - rA.V x - -.123 .185 = -.308 AIVC x INT INT 
r - rAV xINT = .183 .185 = -.002 AIVD x INT 
rAIVE x INT - rAV x INT = .064 .185 = -.121 
r .- r ' - .020 - .ooo .020 AIII x. INT . AIVAx INT . -
r - rAIVB x INT= .020 - (-.299) - .319 AIII x INT = 
rAIII x INT - rAIVC x = .020 - (-.123) .143 INT ' -
r - r ·= .416 - .020 = ,396 AII x INT AIII x INT 
r - r .= .416 .183 = .233 AII x· INT AIVD x INT 
r - r INT.= .094 .416 = -.322 AI x INT .AII X 
rAI x INT - r . ::;: .094 - .064 = .030 AIVE x INT 

















The differences between correlational values apd the corresponding t 
values involved in testing hypothesis (H :19) were listed in Table 
0 
XIII. Since none of the t values were greater than the critical value, 
t = 2.093,. hypothesis (H :20) was not rejected. 
0 
It was predicted that correlational values between achievement of 
subordinate learning sets and achievement of learning sets would in-
crease as the learner moved up the hierarchy. The results recorded .in 
column five of Table III and the fact that hypothesis (H :20) was not 
0 
rejected both indicate that this prediction was not supported. 
The results of testing hypotheses (H :11), (H :12), ••• (H :20) 
0 0 0 
imply that associations between the variables are not more pronounced 
at the upper levels of the hierarchy. 
The third major question examined in this study concerned the 
association between performance measures and relevant basic abilities 
as compared to the association between performance measures and irrele-
vant basic abilities and led to two hypotheses. 
Hypothesis (H. :21) stated: . When considering values of correlation 
0 
between rate of learning and relevant basic abilities and values of 
correlation between rate of learning and irrelevant basic abilities at 
corresponding. levels of the hierarchy, there is no significant differ-
ence between the values. This hypothesis was tested by finding differ .. 
ences between correlational values and computing at value as indicated 
in Chapter III. Table XIV gives this data and shows that none of the 
differences led to a significant t value (t ~ 2.093). Thus hypothesis 
(H :21) was not rejected and the prediction that correlations between 
0 
rate of learning and relevant basic abilities would be greater than 
correlations between rate of learning and irrelevant basic abilities 
was not supported. 
TABLE XIII 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CORR.ELATIONAL VALUES INVOLVING 
ACHIEVEMENT·OF 10 LEARNING SETS AND ACHIEVEMENT 
· OF SUBORDINATE LEARNING SETS, AND 
CORRESPONDING t VALUES 
Difference 
r - r = .131 .308 . -.177 AV x ASLS AV! x ASLS = 
rAIVA x ASLS - r = .000 - .131 = -.131 AV x ASLS 
rAIVB x ASLS - r = .240 - .131 = .109 AV x ASLS 
r - r = .275 .131 .144 AIVC x ASLS AV x ASLS = 
r - r = - • llO .131 -.241 AIVD x ASLS AV x ASLS = 
r - r = .054 - .131 -.077 AIVE x ASLS AV x ASLS = 
r All! x ASLS - r = .007 .000 = .007 AIVA ~ ASLS 
r - r = ,007 - .240 -.233 AIII x ASLS AIVB x ASLS = 
r - r = .007 .275 -.268 AIII x ASLS AIVC x ASLS .. = 
r - r = -.028 - .007 - .035 All x ASLS AIL(. x ASLS = 
r - r = -.028 - (- .110) .082 All x ASLS A,IVD x ASLS = 
r - r = .186 (-.028) .214 AI x ASLS All x ASLS = 
rAI x ASLS - r = .186 - .054 = .132 AIVE x ASLS 
Criticai value oft at .05 level is 2.093 
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- • 715 
-.246 
.002 







DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CORRELATIONAL VALUES INVOLVING RATE 
OF LEARNING OF 10 LEARNING SETS AND RELEVANT BASIC 
ABILITIES AND CORRELAIIONAL VALUES·. INVOLVING RATE 
OF LEARNING OF 10 LEARNING SETS AND IRRELEVANT 
BASIC ABILITIES AND THE CORRESPONDING t VALUES 
Difference 
rRVI x RBA - rRVI x IBA = .033 - • 081 = -.048 
rRV x RBA - rRV x IBA = .064 - .016 = .048 
r - r RIVA x .IBA = .135 - (-.089).= ,244 RIVAx RBA 
r - r = .345 - .061 = .284 RIVB x RBA RIVB x IBA 
rRIVC x RBA - rRIVC x = .091 - .031 = .060 IBA 
r - rRIVD x = .307 - .094 = .213 RIVD x RBA IBA 
r - rRIVE = -.077 - (-.075) = -.002 RIVE x RBA x IBA 
rRIII x RBA - r = -.030 .159 = - .189 Rlll x IBA 
rRII x RBA - r = .263 - .135 = .128 RU x IBA 
rRI x RBA - rRI x = .148 - .073 = .075 IBA 














Hypothesis (H :22) stated: When considering values of correlation 
0 
between achievement of a learning set and relevant basic abilities and 
values of correlation between achievement of a learning set and irrele-
vant basic abilities at corresponding levels of the hierarchy, there is 
no significant difference between these values. This hypothesis was 
also tested by finding di.fferences between correlational values and 
computing at value as indicated in Chapter III. Table XV gives this 
data and sh9ws that only one of the differences, rAV x RBA - rAV x IBA= 
.507, led to a significant t value, t = 2.189, which was greater than 
the critical t value, t = 2.093. Thus, except for this one case, 
hypothesis (H :22) was not rejected and the prediction that correla-
o 
tions between achievement of learning sets and relevant basic abilities 
would be greater than correlations between achievement of learning sets 
and irrelevant basic abilities was in general not supported. 
The correlational values and differences between correlational 
values were in most cases not significant and thus in general there 
was not sufficient information to justify the writer to reject the 
hypotheses. 
TABLE XV 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CORRELATIONAL VALUES INVOLVING ACHIEVEMENT 
'OF 10 LEARNING SETS AND RELEVANT BASIC ABILITIES AW 
CORRELATIONAL VALUES INVOLVINGA.CHIEVEMENT'OF 10 
LEARNING SETS AND IRRELEVANT BASIC ABILITIES, 
AND THE CORRESPONDING t· VALUES 
.Difference t 
rAVI x RBA - rAVI x IBA = .308 .586 = -.278 -1.283 
* rAV x RBA - rAV x IBA = .493 - (-.014) = .507 2.189 
rAIVA x RBA - rAIVA x = .ooo .ooo = .ooo .000 .IBA 
r . - rAIVB x = -.035 - (-.410) = .375 1.523 AIVB x RBA IBA 
rAIVC xRBA - rAIVC x = .021 - (-.303) = .324 1. 262 IBA 
r - r = .336 - .339 = -.003 -.012 AIVD x RBA AIVD x IBA 
rAIVE - rAIVE x = .221 .139 = .082 .311 x RBA IBA 
r - r ,.. - .294 - (,.. 080) = -.214 - .825 AU! x RBA AIU x IBA 
rAII x RBA - r = .067 - .230 = -.163 -.617 AU x IBA 
rAI x RBA - rAI x = .305 - (-. 072) = .377 1.483 IBA 
* Significant at • 05 level since Gritical value of t is 2.093 
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CHAPT~R V 
SUMMA.RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The problem which was considered in this study concerned relation-
ships .between certain factors which Gagne and Paradise (7) suggest are 
related to learning hierarchies and two measures of performance on a 
learning program concerning the concept of the limit of a function. 
The problem was considered in terlI)s of three questions: (1) Are there 
statistically significant associations among the factors? (2) Are the 
observed associations more pronounced at the upper levels of the hier-
archy? and (3) Is there a greater degree of association between per-
formance measures and relevant basic abilities than between performance 
measures and irrelevant basic abilities? The hypotheses, listed at the 
end of Chapter II, were stated and tested in an attempt to answer the 
three questions. In order to test these hypotheses a learning hier-. 
archy concerning the concept of the limit of a function was derived and 
in conjunction with this a learning program was written. Pretests and 
posttests of each learning set were constructed and then these .tests 
and the program were administered to 22 subjects. Using data from the 
results of the pretest and posttest and from the students' college 
records, values were obtained for the independent variables of relevant 
basic abilities~ irrelevant basic abilities, prior achievement, intel-
ligence,. achievement of subordinate learning sets,. and the dependent 
variables of rate of learning and achievement of each learning set. 
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Correlations between these variables were then computed. It wc;1.s found 
that only six of the one hundred correlational values attained a value 
large enough to be considered statistically different from zero. Thus, 
it was concluded that the answer to question one, was in general, no, 
the associations among the factors were not significant. 
Differences between certain of the correlational values were found 
in order to determine if there were increases or decreases in the 
correlational values as the learner moved up the hierarchy. Since 
only three out of one hundred thirty of these differences between 
correlational values were found to be significant it was concluded that 
the answer to question two was no, the associations are not more pro-
nounced at the upper levels of the hierarchy. No general pattern of 
increase or decrease of correlational values was apparent and some of 
the correlational values were negative . 
. Differences between certain correlational values were calculated 
to determine if relevant basic abilities were more highly correlated 
with the dependent variables than were irrelevant basic abilities. 
Since only one out of the twenty values computed was large enough to be 
considered significant it was concluded that the answer to question 
three was no, there is not .a greater degree of association between per-
formance measures and relevant basic abilities than between performance 
measures and irrelevant basic abilities. Since the answer to each of 
the three questions was negative it was necessary to conclude that 
there is no significant correspondence between factors proposed by 
Gagne, concerning hierarchies of learning sets, and measures of per-
formance on a learning program involving the concept of the limit of a 
function. 
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A major assumption of this study was that methods and techniques 
used by Gagne with school children would be applicable when the sub-
jects are of college age. If the present study successfully employed 
methods and techniques used by Gagne and Paradise (7), as was intended, 
then it would appear that the assumption is false. This would be a 
possible explanation of the findings but it is the writer's opinion 
that the assumption is true and that other explanations of the .findings 
can be given. 
Another possible explanation of the findings involves the hier-
archy of learning sets. It might be that no such hierarchy of learning 
sets exists or perhaps the hierarchy used in this study was incorrect. 
Since mathematics is logically structured it is the writer's opinion 
that some hierarchy of learning sets concerning the concept of the 
limit of a function does exist but it is possible that the hierarchy 
used in this study was somehow inadequate. 
Although it was not essential to this study, the writer computed 
the average gain of the subjects on the learning program used in this 
study and concluded that some learning did occur. Th~s, as also re-
ported by Merrill (10), the hierarchical arrangement c;,f learning sets 
may not be crucially important. This could account for some of the 
insignificant correlational values and hence a third possible explana-
tion of the findings. 
A fourth possible explanation of the findings is that the li,mita-
tions of the study were too great to allow for meaningful results. The 
sample size (N = 22) was perhaps too small ta allow for a definite 
pattern to be established. The pretest-posttest may not have had ade-
quate validity, particularly the test for learning set IVA, since all 
of the subjects scored the same on achievement of learning set IVA. 
This resulted in zero correlation between achievement of learning set 
IVA and each of the independent variables. 
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It is possible that some combination of the above explanations, 
perhaps including some unknown factors, would best explain the findings 
and conclusions of this study. The fact that no definite reason was 
given for the disagreement between expected findings and reported find-
ings, and the fact that the sample was small and not randomly chosen 
does not allow the writer to generalize the results to a large popula-
tion. In fact, the writer is reluctant to generalize the results to a 
population consisting of freshman students at Oklahoma State University 
who would enroll in the calcuh,1.s course. Instead, the following recorp-
mendations will be made for future research, and if the results are 
consistently the same after each recommendation is employed some 
generalization might be attempted. 
The first recommendation is to rerun the experiment changing 
nothing except the sample. It is recommended that a large sample size 
and preferably random selection of subjects be used. A second recom-
mendation is to again rerun the experiment using a large sample size 
but also using improved tests of achievement of the learning sets, 
refinement of other measurement techniques and definitions of variables 
and possibly some revision and improvement of the program. A third 
recommendation is to make some attempt at verification of the learning 
hierarchy •. In a recent article Gagne (4) recommends that some attempt 
be made to verify the placement of learning sets in the hierarchy. If 
the hierarchy needs revision the program must also be revised corre-
spondingly. The experiment should then be rerun with all three of 
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these recommendations being employed. The fourth recotllI11endation is to 
analyze the results of this third rerun in the usual way and then do a 
' further analysis of these results. It is recommended that partial 
correlations be computed between the variables involved. Partial car ... 
relation coefficients reflect the correlat;ion between two variables 
while the effects of the other variables are held constant. This tech-
nique might give more information about the relationships between the 
variables than can be gained by considering only the simple correlation 
coefficients. If all four of these recommendations are carried out and 
the results still correspond to the results of the present study, it is 
the writer's opinion that the results could be generalized to other 
similar groups of freshman students and that achievement of each sub-
ordinate learning set may not be necessary for mastery of a learning 
hierarchy concerning the concept of the limit of a function. 
In final summary, a learning program organized according to a 
hierarchy of learning sets produced some learn;i.ng but correlations 
among dependent variables of rate of learning and achievement of learn-
ing sets and independent variables of relevant basic abilities, irrele-
vant basic abilities, prior achievement, intelligence, and achievement 
of subordinate learning sets were generally not significantly different 
from zero. This led to results not consistent with results reported by 
Gagne and Paradise (7). Rather than make generalizations, recommenda-
tions for future research were made. It was suggested that results of 
this research would allow for some generalization. 
The present study concerned a mathematical topic which is encoun-
tered in the early stages of the college education of most scientists 
and engineers. It is the writer's opinion that, with the increased 
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emphasis ontechnology, it is important that the concept of the limit 
of a function, as well as other basic mathematical concepts, be learned 
early and learned well so that the future ~cientists or engineers will 
be able to continue their study of more advanced mathematics. 
It is recommended that more research be done on the teaching of 
( 
the limit concept and it is the hope of the writer that those involved 
in teaching and educational research continue to search for more 
effective ways of teaching and learning mathematics. 
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APPENDIX A 
VARIABLES USED IN THE STUDY 
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RV!: Rate of learning for learning set VI. 
RV: Rate of learning for learning set v. 
RIVA: Rate of learning for learning set IVA. 
RIVB: Rate of learning for learning set !VB. 
RIVG: Rate of learning for learning set IVC. 
RIVD: Rate of learning for learning set !VD. 
RI~: Rate of learning for learning set IVE. 
··RU!: Rate of learning for learning set III. 
RI!: Rate of learning for learning set II. 
RI: Rate of learning for learning set I. 
AV!: Achievement for learning set VI. 
AV,: Achievement for learning set v. 
AIVA: Achievement for learning set; IVA. 
AIV:a: Achievement for learning set !VB. 
AIVC: Achievement for learning set IVC. 
AIVD: Achievement for learning set !VD. 
AIVE: Achievement for learning set IVE. 
AIU: Achievement for learning set III. 
All: Achievement for learning set II. 
AI: Achievement for learning set I. 
RBA: Relevant basic abilities. 
IBA: Irrelevant basic abilities. 
PA: Prior achievement. 
INT: Intelligence as measured by ACT omposite score. 
ASLS: Achievement o~ subordinate learning sets. 
APPENDIX B 
LEARNING PROGRAM USED IN. THE STUDY 
AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR ITS USE 
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"Read silently as I read aloud the first page of the material I 
have placed before you. 
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'"This set of materials is called a program, and it is supposed to 
help you learn. It is not a test. 
"'The concept of the limit of a function is fundamental to the 
Calculus. This program is designed to help you gain familiarity with 
the concept of li~it and proficiency in finding limits of simple func-
tions and relations. 
"'It is assumed that you are able to perform algebraic manipula-
tions, that you are familiar with the idea of absolute value, and in 
general have all the prerequisites necessary to be taking the first 
course in Calculus. 
'"The program consists of frames. Each frame consists of some 
information and a question or statement to which you must respond. 
After you have completed your response you are to check for the correct 
response. You should do this for each. frame even though you feel cer-
tain that you have made a correct response. After completing your 
consideration of a frame go to the next frame and continue in this 
fashion throughout the material, 
"'The correct response to each frame is presented in this space 
along with some explanation of the alternative responses. When you 
have completed your consideration of this ~aterial go to the next 
frame. 1 
"When reading this material :i; advise using a cover page in the 
following manner. Using a blank sheet of paper, cover the first page 
containing frames of the program. Pull the cover page down until the 
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first line across the page can be seen. The material above this line 
is frame one of the program. Read frame one and write your response in 
the space provided. Pull the cover page down until the next line 
across the page can be seen. The information thus uncovered is the 
proper response to the first frame. If your response differs from the 
proper response, reread frame one and attempt to determine why your 
response was not correct and why the listed response is correct. 
"When you have completed your consideration of frame one and the 
corresponding response pull the cover page down to the next line. 
Frame two can then be read and a response made. Pull the cover sheet 
to check the response as before, and then in a similar fashion continue 
on to frame three and the rest of the program." 
l. To begin the study of limit complete the tollowinfn 
(a) It t(x) • 3x + 5, then t(2) • ----
(b) It t(x) ;:; : : ; , then f(l) • ----
(c) If t(x) • 
2
; ~ l, then f(3) • ----
() () X••2 
,
1
:: It f x • x : 3 , then :r(4) • ----
(a) 11 (b) 3/4 
2. Complete the following: 
(a) If f(x) ,,. ~ : ~, then f(2) • ----
(b) If f(x) a x + 2
2, then f(2) = 
X • ----
(c) Id f(x) • ~ ·63, then f(3) = 
.::X• ----
(c) 9 (d) 2 
(a) 0 (b) Undefined, since division by zero is not defined 
(c) 'l".Qere is no unique ensver. , i • k implies· 0 • O• k • 0 for every k. 
Any expression of the form§ :i.s celled indeterminate, 
3, The major difficulties in evaluation of limits arises in situations like 
those is parts (b) and (c) of frame 2. 
Given f(x) .. ~ : ~, then f(3) = ; : 3 • ~- and f(3) is ------
th1defined 
4. Which ot the !olloving are undefined'? ----
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if f (x) .. x 2 + 7x + 12 
x2 • 5X + 6. 
if' f(x) .. \ • 2x + l 
X - l 
(b) f(2), if f'(x) • ..-f~-~--~-~ -f~-~-; ..... ~ (d) f(1), 
a, b, and care undefined, dis indeterminate. 
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,. (x • l)(x - 2) . l·O· 
5. G.L.rGn f(x) = 3(x _ 2 )(x + l) • Then f(2) = 3, 0 , 3 
\0 
·.~ 0 and f(2) 1a __ _ 
indetermi1'13t.c 
6. Which or the following are indeterminate? 
(a) f(3); it f(x) a ix +xll(~ · 3) 
2 
(b) f()), if f(X) • X .. 2x - 3 
X - 3 
(c) f(4), if f(x) = f~ : ~~~~ : ~~ 
2 "" 6 (d) f{2), if f'(lc) o: X 
2 
• :,x + · 
X -6x+8 
----
band d, 1"(3) o: 0 in (a) end f(4) io undefined in (c) 
2 
7. I:f' f(X) a X 2 2X - 15 I 
X • 25 
th f ( ) (x - 5 )(x + J) . en x = ~(:;c • 5Hx + 5T 
Thus; (a) f(3) = ---- (b) f(5) ~· ----
(c) 1"(-3) '"' ---- (d) r (-5) "" ---
(e) f(O) = ---
(a) 6/8 (b) indeterminate (c) 0 (d) undefined (e) 3/5 
8. From the preceeding framas it should be e•rident that it is not ah::.ays 
possible to find the value i'(x) at o given value of the variable x. 
However, 1t is usually possible end generally- desirable to determine how 
·the f\mction behovee as the variable x gets close to this given value. 
Consider the tablea 
X 1.8 1.9 1.95 1.999 
3x + 5 10.4 10.7 10.85 10.997 
As x gets close to 2, the value of 3x + 5 gets(!Lose to ----
ll 
9. Consider the table: 
X 2 1.5 1.25 1.06 
2x - 2 2 l 0.5 0.12 0.002 
'.l:he value ot 2x - 2 gets close to or approa,1hes 
cloae to or approaches 1. 
---- as x gets·· 
1.¢. Consider the table: 
2.~ 2.1 2.0001 X 
ll.6 11,3 11.0003 3X + 5 
The value of 3x +, eppi-oaches 11 &G x e:pproaohes ----
2 





: (3x + 5) .. ll, 
.,K ... 
Yr1te the etatt,ment. 5x + 2 approaches ~7 as x approaches 3, in symbolic 
form ------
limit ) -,c-4-+ 3 (5x + 2 • 17 
12 •. Consider a portion of the graph of the .t'unation f(x) "'2x 
It. can be seen that f (x) • 2x 
approar:heo ---- ea x &p-
proochea 2 and therefore that 
. limit 2x 




13. Consider the graph of' the :t'unction f(x) • 2x, 0 ~ x er. 2-
1-
~~~~~__._~.____..__.""'+~~~~--~~~~ 
It cun be seen that 2x n:pproaches 4 ea x epproaches end -------
therefore tha. t limU 
2:ic = 4 
X-"'1 ---
2 2 Notioe that the function value approaches 4 eis x 
~pp1•oachea 2 even though the f'unction i.s not defined nt x a 2. 
14. It ne~l'Jsaary for a function t. to be defined at o. :particu-
{1s. - is not) · 
lar value of tho variable x, in order to determine the limit as x BP• 
prpae:hes this value. 
is not 
15. (a) If f(x) • 5x + 2, x-/, 4 (defined for all values except. x "' 4), then 
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;~: f(x) • (b) If f(x) • 5x + :?., x r 4, and f(4) a l.O, 
then;~: f(x) • (c) If t'(x) • 5x + 2 (defined tar all 
values or x),. the ;~1: 5x + 2 • · (d) If t(x) = 5x + 2, then 
f(4) ·-----
(a) 22 (b) 22 (c) 22 (d) 2~ 
Notice thot the limit (5x + 2) a 22 eve~ though in part (o.) f(4) was not 
· x-",4 · 
defined, and in part (b), t(4) was defined to be 10 rather than 22. 
16. Although the torml deflnlti on of the l latt ot a function vill be given 
later, the etateaont that the l1lll1t ot t(x) H x approachee •, equall b, 
vlll be writt en eymbollcally •• l iait t(x) • b Therefore, th• 
x->• • 
Umlt t(x) • 
4 
1nd1catea that t(x) approeche1 the number _____ .. the 
X -'> C 
, .. 1ue ot x approachet (but rea1n, unequal to) the nu111ber ----
d 
17. Evaluatet 
limit (3 l) 
X~2 X • • ----
' 21, 
Hait 
2x - 4 x-"3 • 
' x+2 ----
Rot e that in both cHea one doe, not encounter an 1n'1eter•lnate tor». 
18. Direot eub1titution of the number 2 tor the value ot x i n the exprea11on 
x2 • 4 
x • 2 reaul ti 1na 
----- (a) a real number 
----( (b) 0 
----- (o) cUviaion by &ero whioh la undefined 
(d) an indeterminate torm. -----
(a) Incorrect . ~ • 0 vhi<.: h 1a an indoterainate form. 
(b) Incorrect . Altbo\Ji:;h t he numei-at or ia zero the denominator 1e ,aleo 
zero. ~ 1• an 1ndeterm1nato term. 
(c ) Incorrect. Althour,b the denomtnalor 11 zero, t he numerator ie aleo 
0 zero and O 11 an indeterminate form. 
() 4.4 O d Correct. 2::-[ • 0 vhtoh le an indeterminate form. 
Can X • 4 ~ the limit _ 2 be round by direc t aubet1 tut1on or .. fOl' x as 1D x-42 X 
the examples of trcme 17? 
No, a method tor evaluat111::; l1mita in s1tuat1ona like t h4' above 1a given 







Since x • 2 11 determinate tor x "' 2, if the value of Umit (x2 - 4) 
X·--'/2 X·• 2 
ie to bo found, it is desired to know what b.!lppena to the expression 
x
2 
- 4 x _ 2 as x _____ 2 but 1s not equal to -----· 
Approa(~hes 2 
2 x - 4 {.x - 2 )(x + 2) 
X • :2 ,."" X • 2 • X + 2 if X r 2 
'!'he abov·e atatemen·t. iia 
'l'rue (x - 2}(x + 2) 
(x - 21 x-2( ) .1 • x71r x + 2 and stnc~ 1r x 'r :2, then 




Since JC . - 4 .. x + 2 1.f x /. 2, ·t.han limit /x · - If ) x -2 x-·>2\ x -2 
e<f,181 to 
23. 
is, ia v.ot 
limit (x + 2 ) x-)2 
1s--dnce 11m1t oft as x appfoache1 a do.:a not d~pand on vhut happens 
at. X .. 2. 
lird t(x + 2) • 
x~2 --~--~ 
4 - Here au'bst1tut1ng 2 directly into the e-:<pr.ession does not i·esult in 
an 1ndeterm1ll3te form. 
24 Th f f 21 "'2 - -1 23 1 "'1 t l1m1 t(x • 4 \ l1m1 t 4 • . ere pro I rames • 1 c. 1 C Pt. n-. ea C X .....-) 2 X • ::2 r X 2 • 
X + 2 
24. l 1'he above procedure can be outlined in the follavinz vay. To ova lua te 
liait f(s) try direct 1ubet1tution or • tor x. If tb1a ros ulta in an 
x~a ' 
undefined or 1ndet~rm1nate torn, att~mpt to e1mpli1'y the r un~t1on by 
a lgebraic manipula t1on and factoring. 'I'ben suba tHute for ic in ----
the nev expreaa1on t o evaluate the l imit or the or1g1D8l f unction. 
e, tvo mor~ example• follow. 
2,. To !ind l.!JuH 'I • 3 , tint write Y • 3 H 1 • 3 
~~ 3 ./- - y • 6 l · y • 6 .... ( ---...,)(.-----.) .... 
Bot. t~.at direct aubetitutlon ot 3 for y r~sulte in an 1ndot~rm1not~ t ona. 
(y • 3 )(y + 2) or (y + 2 )(y • 3) 
y - 3 
26. 11' y ;. 3 (y • j)(y + 2) • 
1 dnce it y 1 3 L:...1. l 'y+2' r Y-3 
The limit Y • 3 2 
Y -'7 3 1 • y - 6 
l . l 
y""'.n' I ' 
l • 1 • l 








Uae procedures ot the proceeding frames 
2 
to find the limit of the followings 
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(a) limit x - 9 





X ... 2 
x2 - 4 • 
x+2 
(b) -l (c) 






) - t < f'(x) < t(x
0
) + C. , (the symbol e is epsilon and r.:preoonts il 
positivo real nWllber), 
then XO .. ---- < X < x. + ·----· 
z, 2 
32. In frameo 30 and 31 it was eaaumcd that the funct:lono denote(1 by r(x) ue1·e 
defined et eai;b valuu of x, however, in 01·d.e1· to deter111ine the l:!.mit of' 




't~•S 4- ca 
SuppoBe that f(x) 11 not defined. &t x ~ a. If a - ,5 < x <a+.,, 
X F a, then 1, .. e <. t'(x) < ----
-·-- - ~ 
bi-( - - - - - - - - -
< f(x) < 
~~- -~~-
If x 1 J und 3 - l < x <. 3 + 11 ·i:.hon < f (x) < r ~~--~ ~~~~ 
If :~ r 3 o.nd 3 • 2 < x < 3 + 2, Lh":i, .. ,, __ c: t' (x) < ----
-------~------·-·-····-···· 
Ji '5 2 i 6 
36. Let S1, ti, 1 a 1,2 b~ a positive real nt1mbers. ( & 19 for delta) 
fc.: -- - - - - - - ..,. 
(a) i-r a 
(b) If a 







"~ I €a. 
,. 
< X < Ill + &l, 
< X ,,:: 11 + '"l' 
< :it <: a + 62, 
I .. e
1 
< r(r.) X 'f 8 1 then b < b + tl. 
x: I o., th,sn ·o • £,;, < f(x) < b + £2. .. 
XI s, then ·o .. t 2 < r(x) < 1, + e2 • 
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37 • P'rome 36 de111onstratca that. a - G < X <: a + 6. (whel'~ X p 8 encl {' > o) implielfJ 
b • t < f {:,c) < b + t, nnd ,rhen e dec~·eu!l ,hJ, the va lu.:~ o! ha a t,.) -----
( inct".:~oi,e, dec:.·easo). 
decrease 
J/J. Althou-3h geometric de!llorustra.tion eucb BIi the grapba in the prev:J.ouo 
fre.trres h9lpa on.::i t.o visualize b.o,., a funotion behoves in the v 1c: lnH,Y or 
a partjculai- value, lt h more p;.·edse rr.&them..-.ticaUy to ansl,yztt t.hts 
bel,a.v ior algebraically. 
C,1mplei:e: 
lt(x) • 31 < 2 
jf and only Js -2 < f(Jt) -3< 2 
tf a~1'1 only 1f -2 + 3 < :t'(i:) < 2 + 3 
if and only if < f(,:) < ----
39. Complete I 
l:r(x) + 21 <, 
if and only if ., < f (x) + 2 < , 
it and only if' < r(x) < ---
•7 , 3 
Ji.o. Iii generals 
· If (x) • c I < 4 
~f and only if ___ < f (x) < __ _ 
C • d1 C + d Ol" •d + c, cl + C 
41. 8\lJ>P08•l? f'(x) • 3x, th.zn 
lt(x) - 91 • l3x • 91 < l 
if anll only 1:f' < 3x • 9 < __ _ 
if and only if -1/3 < x ·3 < ---
1.t and only if l ( ) I < 1/3 -
-1, 1 
1/3 
X • 3 
Theee te~hniquea vill btt helpful 1n do1nGt eomo ot tbe tolloving frames. 
42. L':lt f(x) • x 
If Ix -!ti< lt, then lt(x) -41 < l. 
Ii' Ix - 41 < li, then jr(x) • 41 < ;. 
true, false 
tx•ue, i'a lso 
false 
43. L&·t. t'(x) • X 
If Ix - 41 < .9, then ir(x) • 41 < 1. 
If Ix .. 41 < .9, then lr(x) - 41 < \. 
true, false 
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44. Let f(x) "" X 
If Ix • 4! < 2/3, then lr(x) - 41 < l. 
true, false 




45. Let f(x) = X 
If Ix - 41 < 1/I•, then lr(x) - 41 < 1. 




46. Considering the tout· (4) preceeding frames, if t t. (l, !r} then thcn1 
does, doe a not exist a€ G [1!£, .9, 2/3, 1/4] such that O < Ix - 41 < 6 
implies lr(x) • 41 < e. 
does, D.flmely the number 1/4. 
47. There are, of course, II'sny values for 8 vhich wo,1ld bf~ suit0bl<'1 in the 
above frame if one were allowed to c-hoose values other than those in the 
set (15, .9, 2/3, 1/1,,.}. Ini'act, everyrceal number 6such tbat O<O ~S-
would be suitable. 'l1he follovin,3 4 frames provide e method of computing 
suitable values o for the opedal caee f(x) .. 3x • 
. Let f(x) • 3x 
l3x - 61 < 1/3 
if and only if l3(x-2)l < 1/3 
if and only if 131 lx-21 < 1/3 
if and oniy if (3)!x- 2! < 1/3, since 131 = 3 
if and only if Ix• 21 < (1/3)(1/3) 
lf and only lf l~I < ----
lx - 2 I 
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l3x • 91 < l/6 
If' and only 1f l3(x • 3)1 < 1/6 
If end only 1:t' 131 Ix .. 31 < 1/6 
If and only H' 3lx .. 31 < 1/6, einee 131 • 3 
If and only if -----
Ix - 31 < ii 
Let r(x) = 3x 
l3x • 31 < t 
if end only if J3(x - l)I < i 
if end only tr 
Ix - 11 < 1/6 
Let f(x) • 3X 
13:ic .. 61 < 1/6 
if o.nd only if 
I , i 
X • 2f < i3' 
Le·t. f (lC) = 3X 
(True or False) 
--- {a) !f Ix - 21 < 1/3, then lf(x) - 61 < 1/6 
--- (b) If Ix • 21 < 1/27, then lr(x) - 61 < l/6 
--- (c) If Ix - 21 < 1/30, theu !r(x) - 6j < 1/12 
--- (d) If Ix - 21 < 1/36, then lr(x) - 61 < 1/12 
(a) False 
Ix .. 21 < 1/3 implies l3x - 6l < l or I :t'(x) ... 61<1 so that for Gome 
x aueh thet Ix - 21 < 1/3 it ia :possible that l/6 < !:t'(x) - 61<1 
(°b) '!'rue, in fact Ix f' 21 < 1/27 implies lr(.x) - 61 ·< 1/9. 
(c) False, Ix - 21 < 1/30 1mpl1es lr(x) - 61 < 1/10 and 1/10 -I: 1/12. 
(d) Tru!!P 
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52. Let €, (llhere t represents a positive rc!:ll number) be .the nt:mber such that 
lr(x) • 61 < t. For the function f(x) = 3x, what are all values for o 
such that if t = 1/6 
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the atatcmentz if O < Ix - 2! <o, then !r(x) - 61 < e, is a true statement? 
<o .-1: ~~---~- ----~--~ 
(a) 0 <S ~~ 1/18 
53. Find all values of 6 such that if e = 1/12 ancl f(x) = 3x the following 
statomGn"t, 1s t.rt!e. If O < Ix - 2j < 8 , then !r(x) - 6l < e 
< 6 ~ ~--------- -~~~~ 
. 0 < 6 ~ 1/36 
In fratt,1 (52) & was ~ and f'rumsJ 1 (53) t. was 12· 'l'hc va be of l in 
1 frame (53) 1.s 2 of. th('\ value 
value of S for frame (52) :Is' 
fi•am.e (53) is ~. 'l1ms, the 
cf e in fram.tl (52). '£ho lar;;,,st ouii:al)le 
1 nr nnd the lllirw;st suitable value of .s; for 
V$lue of .S :l.n frmne (53) is of the 
value of' .S in framl.'! (52). Also, not.foe in ead1. cnse that th(.~ l.11re/~S~ 
l suitable value of .S fo 3 ot the value of. e. 
l :r 
55. Th(t concept of liinH of a funct:l.on i.nvolves the td.eo. of f(x) [;0t~~in[; 
clos,3 to 01• am?roaching the nunibr::r b as x approo.che:s the ntil"J.00.J~ s. If 
one continues <kicrmi.sing e irnd is alway:::1 able to finil n o for ir,!.'\ch e 
such that O < Ix • al <6' im_plle,s !f(x) • bl < l. 'l'hcn f(~) nprirosches 
___ as ~ eppronches 
or the liri.11 t or a fun,~tion. 
b D 
'r'his :I.a formalized. as the definiLiou 
,6. Definition: 'J'he limit o:!' tho fun1ction f as x appr·oachea, a equals b, 
1:=:1 t 1' (x) "' b, ii' for every :r.ea l nur,iber t > 0 then: ex:ts ts a rc,a l numb,:?r x---, a 
cS > O> eu".!h that. 1-r(x) - o! < e for every· x (in the domain of f) 
satiaf'ying the incgyality o < Ix - a I < o • 
No ncsponne R,:quested 
57. The definition stnte:s thn t er suitable m, .. -::b<::r s m1.;s t. be{ fo,,;ni for 
e. > o. 
ev;,;;ry 




59. The ineqmlity O < b: - a I < o· imp lien tlmt x must b,c? vHhJ.n 6' units 
or out biJ ,,qc.c.l to a • .,.--- \' 
\ c:fl!~.:., :::c::.UX.i.o·i.:, J 
a 1 e:Vell t,houc;h a m2y ntYG be ill the dO!!).';.l :in Of f • 
Cannot - 'l'l,e lirci t o:1.' a f'un~ t:l.on depends on how tl1e fun·.~ tion behaves 
05 x approae:hi::s a not u;;,on wha·t happens at x = a e:i.1d thun the restriction 
that O < jx - e.!. 
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60. In f::·r.:rn12s 52 and a.::;ain :tn 53, H wns zhown that for a zp,~cific value o:r C. it 
we;J poss:!ble to fl.nd a mmibe:r & , in. fact on r:nl;.ir;;? intcirval of numbers, such 
that if x ,,ins withJ.n iS units of a, then f(x) was within e i.mi ts of' b. The 
clc:f'inition slat(,iJ that l:!.mlt f(x) = b if fai· every C. > O one can fincl nt 
61. 
let:iGt sueh number -----· 
one 
'l'o show tho t 
a lim.i t does not C(~.st one rJL:.st show tlK.re does not ,:,:1st fl'IJ.ch a 1·e,1l m:ra.ber 
b. F:r·a::tc.,s 61 t,hrou;h 71 d~,mcno t·s tc n 1:1~thod of p::.·oy ln,3 th.9. L a Ul1i l, does 
not eh:a.ya e::dnt. 
The de!1niUon of' the, limit of a function states that for every e > 0 
one m1.,st proiJ.11,:•e n ·suitablr, num1)er 6 • Thus, to chov thot the limit o·r n 
fun~tion i.:J ~ cciua.l to so::c) particular num1::cr it is neces.znry t.o cxhibi t at 
least ----- e > 0 SU.c:h that no f.l'wllt!lble'J 6' C(1.tl b:l found. 
one 
62. Coniaider th• tunct1on t(x) • Ci X <. 1} a~ 1 • portion ot vbich ie 1hovn belova 
.1 




(d) no lillit elt'lat1 
(a) No, the limit 4oe1 not exist. Qo to frame 63. 
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(b) llo, the limit doee not f:Xid. Ji'rallld 68 4emooet1·1te~ that the !~~ft(x) ~ 1 
Go t1r1t to tra1111t 63. 
(c) No tbo l1m1t does not exist. It it thoe. tu frame 69 that 
;~~t(x) ;. ll, but so tirat to tram 63. 
(d) Correct, treiae, 63 .. 711ncl1cate 1"tho,·1Jf of verifying th1t, 
63; To ehov that the Umit f(x) ~ 21 f(x) defined in fr11111t 62• c:,ne ocr..ild 1lH iJle 
X -')1 
method 1.Juggosted !n frame 61. That it, 1h011 U1.11t th1tre ext1-t1 a, l.eHt __ _ 
e > o, tw vhieb 1·~0 eu1tablo r; can be found to ·111ti•t1 the ietintt.JOA ot the 
l:lmit of a function. 
oae 
64. Lot t • ! an4 6 • .t, en4 the function f H 4ef1n4 1D freM 62. When x ~ l, 
f(x) • 2 an4 O < Is - 11 < 6 111>11•• lt(x) - 21 < t, 1ince 12 - 2l • ___.,..< t. 
But t(x) • l for x < 1, and o < l:s • 1 I < ~ 4oee not 111ply lt(x) • 2 I < e 
a1noell•21• /.1. , 
0 l 
6,. Replace S • ! 'by i • 1/4 in tnM ,3. Apia vbeD x ~ l, 0 < Ix • 11 < S 
i111Pl1H lt(x) - 21 < t , but tor x < l, 0 < Ix • ll < .S 
(doea, doea not) 
imply lt(x) - 21 < t, aince f(x) • tar tbeee veluea ot x and 
11 :. 2 ( • l •n4 one 1a not lHI than ODO ba 11:,. 
doea not l 
66. It aoon 'beqcaea apparent that no value of & 1a au1table a1nce for any value 
ot x that 11 lu1 than 1, t(x) • land tbeua lt(x) .. 21 • Ii - 21 
• /:~tor thotft values of x. 
::. 1 
67. Thua, • value of t baa been found, namely e • i , auob that no value of 
will 1ati1f7 the definition ot the liAit .ot' A function. 
lila1t ) 
'Inua, x -)l t(x ~ ----· 
2 
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68. To ahov t hat t he l11l1 t es x approaches one ot the tunctlon defined 1n rr-. 62 
11 not equal to one, let t • 5, Then no mt ter hov ema ll G 11 c:hoeeu~ for-
value1 ot x eucb t.bat x ?,.l, t(x) • a and lt(x) - 11 • 12 - 11 • ~ !, 
'lhua, no euitable S can be found an4 l1a1U'(x) 11 to 1. 
x -'>l ( equal, not eqi:al) 
l lot equal 
liait · 
To 1hov that the x ~ 1 f(x) tor th11 tunct10D 11 not equal to 1aae aUllber 
betv.ten 1 end 2 1ucb •• li let t • 1/>.. '1'ben x ~ 1, f(x) • 1 oz, t(x) • 2 
and 10 lt(x) • l!I • ---· 
1/2 
70. Since 1/2 /. 1/4 the !~1~ f(x) 
(•, i') 
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71. It can be 1hovn in a 111111.ar fHhion that for any real s,.Ullbor 'b that • 
pertloul.ar ffllue ot e can be chooaen tor which there doe1 not. ext, t a 
11111 t ) 1uttable 6 • Thia tmpl1e1 that. x -) 1 f(x ---- n11t tor thi1 J)tlrttcular 
function. 
doe1 not 
72. The definition ot !~1! t(x) • b require, that fc,r e.ch t > 01 one auat 
exhibit a 6 > 0 •uch that O < Ix • al < 8 tmpli.ee lt(x) • bl < e. It it 
11 poaa1ble t o define 6 in t.er u ot t., tor· exa~l•, 6 • t or <S • t,/2, 
t hen tar each value t there vUl correspond a value Ii and t .be 4etin1 t1on 
will be 1at11tied. ihe tolloving trame, demonat rate procedure• tor da t erainina 
val ue, S i n termaofl t. . 
Let t(x) • 2x. In order to prove !1!1; 2x • 6, 1t 11 necoHGl")' to 
f ind tor every t > (), a C > 0 1uoh that O < Ix • 31 < o tmpl1u 12x • 61< t. 
(a) Conalder e • 1, xhen l:?x • 61 <l i t and only it l2(x • 3)1 <. l 
it and only it !al Ix • 31 < 1 
if and only i t Ix - 3 I < ----
(b) !fov, if O < o ~ 1/2, then O < Ix - 31 < I. 1mp\1t111 J2x • 61 < 
(a) 1/2 (b) l 
73. (a) Bov, conaider t • 1/2, then j2x. 61 ~ 1/2 it and oni, if l2(x • 3)1 < 1/2; 
i f and only it 121 Ix • 31 < 1/2; tf and only 1t Ix .. 31 < -----· 
('b) 'l'hua, it O < G :S. 1/4, then O < Ix • ll <.&' 1.mpUea I~ • 61 < __ _ 
<•> 1/4 (b) 1/~ 
74. (&) Fi.:r t t.er, cona i der t • l/8, then l2x - 61 < l/8 it end onl y 11' 
j2 (x - 3)1 < l/8, it and only it lx - 31 < ----
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(b ) 'l'hua, it O < 6 ~ 1/16, then O < Ix • 31 < o 1mpl1ea 12x - 61 < ---· 
(a ) l/16 (b)' l/8 
7'. (a) Sow in s oneral, l et t be any poeitlve number, then 12x - 61 < t 
it ,an4 on~y if lx • 31 < -----
(b) 'l'bua , it O < & " 6./2, then O < Ix - 31 < & tmpl1ea l2x - 61 < ----
(a) t/2 (b) e. 
76. Thua, l<# every t > o, t.bere exiet a a & namely O < $ .:: vh1cb eet.iatin --
the detini t ion ot liai t and thua prove a that ! 1::!,1; 2x • __ _ 
e/2 6 
( ) X limit ( ) 77. Consider t x • 3, tben x 4 9 f x .. -----
3 11 corr ect, but t his 11 an ~.ntu1 tive response and aus t be proven t o be 
ma thematically correct, 
78. (a) Let f (x) • j and conaider e • l, then 
lt (x) - 31 • lj, - 31 < l 1t and only ·u I~ (x - 9) 1 < l, 
i t a nd only it ll/3llx • 91 < l. 
i t and only it lx - 91 < ---
(b) lav, it O < o ~ 3, then O .c Ix - 91 < tS 1apliea lx/3 - 31 < ----
(a) l (b) l 
79. (a) Now, conaide! e • 1/2, then lx/3 - 31 < 1/2 it an4 only 1t ll/31 Ix - 91 < s 
1t and only tt Ix - 91 < _ 
(b) 'l'hua, if O < d'', 3/2, then O<jx - 91 < o illpliet lx/3 - ll < __ _ 
(a) 3/2 (b ) 1/2 
80. (•) further, let t be aey positive nUJllber, then lx/3 - 31< e. 
,it and only it Ix - 91 < ---
(b ) 'l'hua, if O <~ c 3t, then O < Ix - 91 <a' i.mpliee lx/3 - 31 < ---· 
<•> Jt. (b) t 
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81, Thua for ovory t > o, t.hcra ex1ete a S , •nelf O < e ~ 3t, wb!ch aot11tie1 
. tll• d.ofini tion ot liai t ot • tunct1on and thu1 provea the t !'::'1'..: j • ---· 
9 3 
liai t 
CODe1der f(x) • 2lC + 1, then x -, 2 t(x) • -----
, la cCll'Teot but tbil le an tlltlliiive reaponae 11nd must be proven t o be 
• thaat1cally oorr eot.. 
83, Let t(x) • 2x + 1. 
(ci) Consider C any podt!ve real n·.l111bcr, thrm I (2x + 1) .. ,I < e 
lt end only 11' If>( • ltl < t 
it aM only if Ix • 21 < ----
(b) 'rhua, if o <o , t/a, then o < Ix .. 21 < o ill!PliH 1 (2x + 1) A ,1 < _ . 
(a ) e/2 (b) e 
84, Ttws, tor every t > o, there ex.let • a o , namely O < o " e/2, vhk h aat.11fie1 
the duf1n1t 1on ot 11.lltt ot a f \mction an,1 thu~ p~ovee that !1!~(2x + 1) • 
2 ' 
65. A more general. torm tar linear f unotione could be 
11:ait (mx + b) • a .t O b .t 0 x-"• r , r • 
• + b 11 correct and th11 reault vill nowbe etate4 and proven ae a theorem, 
86. Theorem Ia It t(x) • IIX + l>, where • aud b are rMl oonawtl, thtn 
limit (we + b) • 18 + b x - ) a • 
It II I o, then tor ever1 t > 01 I (u + b) - (•+ b)I < C if aDCl oaily if 
Im( >I < e. 
X • a 
a1. l•<x • •>I < t 
l•I 
if and ooly if , Ix • al < t 
68. -l•llx •a~; < t 
t/1•1 
it and oni, 1f Ix • •I < 
89~ (•) Let. t(x) • u + 'b and ccma14er e > o, tbn by tnmee 86, 87, 88, 
I (a+ 'b) • (• + b)I < e o it and onl7 if Ix • •I < ----
(b) 'fhua, 1f O < $ c f;p then O < Ix + •I <o . i111Pl1•1 
l<u + b) . <• + b)I < ----
(•) e/1•1 ('b) t 
90. Since the conditioo in tra:me 69(b) eatisfiel the definition ot lill1t ot • 
fuilct1on, thia 1J1Wl1ee tl'16 t !~1 ! (ax + 'b) • ----
- +b 
90.1 ror example, 1f f(x) • ' 3X + 2, them limit t(x) • 
x ~2 . -----
8 
91. A 1peeial oase of the function t(x) .. llllC + b ie the .follovingt 
(a) Let m • 0 then fix) • ,b .'l·"n,4 1.~mx +bi•,, {ma + b)I • I I • 1-.o. 
#c,...c.e, ((l"\.(-..b)-~,,.._",+-o) ~"- \:!o r e~e ::Jc:'>0, 
(b) Thua, for any o > 0 1 0 < Ix - •I <S implie1 I (IIIX + b) - (u:a + ll) I • 
lb-4>1 < t vhich 11eana that if f(x) · ·b, ;1_!1! f(x) ., ----
(a) b - b (b) b 
91.1 Por example, 1f r (x) • 1, tar all x, then ;!;! r(x) • ----
7 
102 
92. 'l'hue, the limit.
1
):>t a conatant function for any value of x 1n .the domain of the 
function 18 uaotl:¥ that constant. Nov conaidor another sl)<tcial case of the 
tunotion t(x) • mx + b. 
Let b • 0 and a~ o, then f(x) • 
WC 
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93. (a) Let e > O~ then lu - •I < t 11lpl1e• Ix • •I < ----
(b) '?hue, if O < o ~ t/1•1, then O < Ix .. •f < o uspl1ee lmx -ml < 
(a) t/lml (b) t. 
9'. 'lhua, there exi1t a a , ••1Y o <o c e/1•1 that Ht11t1ee th• definition ot 
l1111t ot a tunctiOD and provH that!~! IDC • ------
~.l Par exalllJ)le, 1f r(x) • l~x, then the !!1: f(x) • -----
30 
9'. It a• l 1D the above argument, then there e>.:.i•ta • 8 >.O, na111ely, 
0 < o , e/ Ill • t vhich satisfies the det1nH1on and proves that 
liJut 
x -) a x • ------
• 
9'.l Par example, 11' t(x) • x, then ;~
1
: f(x) • ----
4 
96. Evaluate the folloving limitea 
( ) 111111 t ) (a) It t 1 x • ,, then x-., 2 t, (x • -----· 
limit 
(b) It t 2 (x) • 3, then x-, 2 t 2 (x) • -----· 
) limit (c) It s1(x • 3x + 2, then x~-l c1(x) • __ _ 
(d) 'It Sa(x) • 2x, then ;~!·~(x) • ----
Cau Theorem l be 1.1884 to verity the limit 1n each of the above casee? 
(a) 5 (b) 3 {c) -1 (4) -2 Yea - (a) and (b) are special 
r.uu ot 'l'heorea t vbere m • o, and (d) 1a the special c111e where b • o. 
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97. It r(x) • t 1 (x) + t2 (x) • , + 3 • 6/ an4 G(x) • , 1 (x) + '2(x) • (Jx + 2) 
+ 2x • ,x + 2, :tbena 
!~?(x) • -----· 
;~~ Q(x) • ------
liait ( ) . 
x ~ -l G x • •3 
. 11lll1t ( ) limit ( ) 98. l"'rom frama ,·.96, X -'> 2 t 1 .x + x -'1 2 t 2 x • ____ + ----· ___ • 
l i ~1t () l1m.1t () 
Alao1 ;.(-'t •l gl X + X--'> •l 82 X • ----- + ----- • ------
5 3 8 -l 
99, Framea 97 and 98 ahov that tor functions t 1, r2, s1, and 82 
limit ) ) lim.t ) 11tnit ( ) x~2 (tl {x + t 2 (x) • = ->2 rl(r. + x -7 2 t2 x and, 
!:!1:i fo1 (x) + ~(z)) • !:!:i l\ (x) + ;~f ~ (x) 
Do you tb1:.1t that ln general i t u true or talae that ;1mi!(t(x) + g(x)) • 
;~1! f(x) + !1!1! g(x), Jn"Ovlde4 both limite ex.1st? 
The q.;cat .lon asked tor your opinion but the atatement .. 1• true and will nov 
be etatet'.l. and proved a, a theorem. 
100. Theorem IIt 
101. 
l1m1t. ( · ) limit l1mit 
It x-> • f x • 'ti and x -'> a a (;!) .. c, then x -)a (r (x) !. g(x)) c 
limit t(.x) + lwt s (x) • b + c . 
x ~ a -x -'> a -
Thia theorem C*Xl be atatad in the following vay. 'l'l:e limit ot a 
e\ll!I (difference) of tvo tunotions 1• tl-.o BU1Jl (":ifte:renc.e) or · -----
the limiti, of t.he two funetiono or their Um.ta 
Tbe proof of tho theorem t oll,Me in rremee 101 to 10,. 
It' l~t t(x) • 'b1 thenv' e > o,~ a ~ > o •uch that o < Ix - al < o tmpliee X-. a . 
lt (x) • bl < e.. In pu-ticular, t/2 u greater than Hro it t 1, sreatcr than 
01 an4 thu., 3 • o , · corresponding to t./2 'auoh that O < Ix • al < d 1 1mpl1e~ 
lt(x) • bl < ---· 
e/2 
"· 
102. Similarly !:=.~! g(x) "' c imLJlies tha!.. for e/2 ::1 a Se > a e~Gh toot 




103. I.et o· be t.he s:n:.iller of o1 end 6 2, then 'both If (x) • b I < e/2 and 
I g(x) .. a I < e./2 if' O < Ix - a I < -----
6 , or the si:v.illor of 1 and 2 
1oi.. Consider \{t(x) + 1Cx)) • (b + c)I .. l(t(x) • b) + (g(x) .. c)I, and 
I (t(x) - 'b) + (c(x) .. c: I lr(x) .. bl + !g(x) .. cl. 
(:::, =, >) 
<, R~member the triangle inequality Ix+ YI~ lxl + IYI.· 
105. Thus, i'rQ!II i:"temes 103 and 104, ii' 0 < Ix ~ a! < S , then l (r(x) + e;(x)) • 
(b + c}I ~ lt(x) .. ol + le(x) ... cl < e/2 + e./2 = e. Since e. ~e arbitrary, 
it follove that Ye> P,·.a k J > o such thnt o <Ix ... al< & iJI!pl:les 
1o6. 
107. 
I (f(x) + g(x) - (b + c)I < which c~pletes the proof of' the 
theorem for"+". 
To prove the theorem in the case of the •• .. " sign, that is tba.t limit 
X-ry& 
(:f'(x) • g(x)) • b • c, it must be showu that ire.> o, 3 a 6 > Q, such 
that I (t(x) "g(x)) - (b ~ c)! < t whenever------
o < Ix • al < o. 
· A..,.ain l~it t(x) • b implies that Yt. > o, 3 a 6 > c;, euch that O < Ix • al <.S '-' x-, 8 . 
implies lt(x) - bl < e.. e,/2 is greater than zoro whenever t. "1G groatei.• t~ 
zero and i'or t./2 3 a .s
1 
> o, such that O <Ix • al < 8 1 11nplies 
jt(x) • bl < 
t/2 
lOS._Slmtlarly, !~1! g(x) • e implies for t./2 3 a cf 2 > o, such.that jg(x) .. cl 
· < t./2 whenever O < I z • • I < · 
109. Bence, lloth (t(x) .. bf < t./2 a'lld. lc(x) - cl <. f/2 it dis chosen to be 
110. Now l(r(x) • g(x)) - (b • c)I l(t(x) .. b) ~ fo(x) :• c)i 
(<::'.,=,:;,:,,) ---c~,=,?.-} 
· I f' (x) - b I + I g (x) • c I 
• <. 1 remember the inequality Ix • YI :( lxl + !YI• 
l.ll. Thus, i(f(x) - s(x)) - (b .. c) ~ lr(x) - bl + !e(x) - cl < t./2 + ~/2 ~ e, 
whenever O < Ix ... al < S • Since .~ is erbitrary it has been show. that 
Ye,> O, there exists e 1- euch that O < Ix - al < implfos 
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I (t'(x) .. e;(x) - ('b - c)I < E.. This proves .that if 1:lmi'f:, t(x) nnd limi;t,g(x) • c, 
X-'7 fl. · X -)u 
then l11il1 t(t'(x) - g(x)) .. b • c. . · · 
x-)a 
o>o 
112. Let t(x) = ~ + 4 and g(x) ',,, x - 5, th~n ;~1;r(x) + 'g(x) • ; 1~J1 t(x) 
+ by theorem II. · · · · 
LIMIT g(.lC) . 
~-13 
113. But ;1!1; t(x) + ; 1~;; g(x) • _. ----- + ------'"" -----·. ·· 
10 -2 8 
114. 'l'he):'ei'ore, ; 1~;;[<2~ + 4) + (x - 5}] • 8 
For the .same ~unctions f and g, compute !~;· (r(x) • g(x)) "' -----·. 
115. It you were correct, go to frame 118. It ·you did not e;ei. 12 for the 8Uf1Wer, . 
@:Oto 116. 
6 Li mit ( () ( )) limit () limit () 11 • x -? 3 t ~ - g x • x -? 3 r x - x -> 3 s :.c 'by t ile above tbeorem. 
l imit ) limit ) l illlit luiit 
Since x -} 3 f' (x • lO and x -> J g(x • -21 then x -> 3 f (x) - x -;;, J s (x) 
• lO - ( -2) • -----
12 
117. 1or the eame i'unctiona 1' and g tind t 
l imit ) 
(a ) x -,-2 (t(x + s (x)) • ----
(b) ;~i (r (x) - e(x)) • ----
-7 10 
llB. Let the product ot tunct1ona t and g be denoted by t (x) ~(x ), then i f 
l1mit t (l:) .. b and limit s (x) • c, '1hat vould ;you mcpeot tor limit ! (x) -e (x}? 
x -) a x -, a x -) a 
limit g (x ) 
X a 
or b• c 1• corr~~t but this 111\ll t be pr ov~n. 
119. Tl10 thcorcr.i is u ta t c:d 1n the ! ollovi.Jlg uny, Tt.eo::-.:m III, 
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It limit t(x) • 'b and l imit g (x ) • c, then 11.m!t t (x),g(x) • /1.iait t(x~/l1m1t f. (x )J 
x-"> a x -> a x -~ a lx ~ a /(x -,a 'J 
1.20. 
• 'b, C 
In voi·da th1a vould be, the- limit or tre l?!~ ot two functions 1e P.<l.UCl to 
the ----- ------- or the t u.-ict1ona . 
product ot the 11ml te 
To prove lim.it t(x ) ,g(x) • 'b o it 111.uat be 1h0Yn t hat tor every t > 01 
X -)8 
:J a € > O such that O < Ix - al <J 1.mpliea lt(x ) g (x ) - I < _. 
121. lt the theorem 1a true tor all numbers e such that O < e < l., then it is 
also true for t. > l ao let O < t < l and O < C.' < l, vbere £' 11 a number 
tbat depen48 OD £. 
If l1m1t t(x) • b, then tor 8 1 , ::J • •\ > O such that O < Ix - al < o 1 X-? a 
implies lt(x) - bl < ------· ,. 
122. Similarly, limit a(x) .. c implies that tor t•, .::3 a O 2 > O such that 
X"'? 8 
0 < Ix .. al < iS:l implies ls(x) - cl < -------
· 123. lt 8 is the smaller ot o 
1 
and o2, then both lt(x) .. bj < &' and 
< e•. 
I s<x)J- a I 
124. Consider lt(x)I .. lb + (t(x) .. b)I l~I + lt(x) • bj 
(s;, ... , ';?) 
125. Let O < Ix • al < o I then jf'(x) • bj < e•. 
A..ldiog lbl to each member ot lr(x) - bl < e• elves lbl + !t(x) - bl < 
lbl + 
e· 
126. Since£' < 11 lbj + £' < lbj + 1. Thus tr O < Ix - el < 6, results of 
i'rames 1241 125, and 126 indicate lt(x)I < 
127, Considers 
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jf'(x)e;(x) - b,cj ,. lt(x) g(x) • b•cl lt(x) g(x) - c t(x) + c t(x) • b•cl 
and I (t(x) g(x) • o t(x)) + (c f(x) • <~::~f . • . 
__ lt(x) g(x) • c t(x)I + le t(x) - b•cl. i 
(s,•,~) . 
• ~ thie is the triangle inequality. 
128. If O < Ix .. al .::cS , then lr(x) g(x) .. c :l'(x)I + le t(x) - b•ol • lt(x)I. 
jg(x) .. al + lcl lf(x) •bl. Since ls(x) • cl < e• and lt(x) • bl < e•. 
'.Chen lt(x)l la(x) .. cl + !cl lr(x) • bl < lt(x) I + le __ _ 
129, Co!ll!iderin3 the results of f1·ames 126 and 128, 
lt(x) s(x) • b·cl .. lt(x) s(x) - c r(x) + c:(t[11) • b•ul ~ lt(x) G(x) - c i'(x)I 
... le i'(x) • b•o I • lt(x)l la(x) • cl + lei lt(x) .. bl < (!bl + l)C' + lole• · 
• <lb I + I e I + 1) 
e• 
130, Remember tbe.t to prove th:lorcm III it is nccesso.ry to 1'1n'1 a & co:i-resr.,ondi~ 
to each vftlue ot t such that O < Ix - al < o implies lt(x) g(x) - b,cj < e. 
Thus tar a 6 haa been found such that O < Ix - al < <S il!Qlies !f(x) a(x) • 
b•cl < (!bl + !cl + l)e•. In frame 121 V wt1s d.E:t1n.:!ll to bo .a m.unbc~i· bo-
tw~en zero end on~ which depends one. In which or the following waia oo.n 
e• be defined in terms ct tao that lt(x) g(x) - b cl< (lb!+ le!+ 1)£' 
implies l:r(x) g(x) - b•cl <. C? (Circle your ehoice(s). 
(a) t. 1 • £(jbj + le! + l) {b) t• "' (lb! ~ le! + i) 
( > e• t . e •{lb!+ jcj) 
109 
.· . 2 
(a) Ho, £.r, • e(lbl + lo! + l) would 1n1Ply lr(x) g(x) .,. b cl < e(lbl + lcl + l) 
(b) Correct, t' • 1b. e I ·I i implies lt(x) g(x) • b cl <: t l\nd t' < l 
I I °'' r; + , 
ulnr:e t < l and (ibl + led "' l) > l. 
(c) Uo, t• • b ! cl w.ould imply lt(x)•g(x) • b•cl < f l~I : ,~,,+ l) e, 
(lbl -... C + l . 
but, tc~ ' ie ereater than. 
1 u I -t- I c:i . 
, e 
131. Thus, 11" e• 10 dctf,1t\cd to be (ibl ,.. !cl + l) , then lt(x) a(x) - b~c! c: 
(lbl + !cl + l)e' i.rnplieo lt(;cJ S"(x) • b cl < • 'l'h1o ccnipletee 




Let f 1 (x) • 3x and t 2 (x) • x • 2, 
Limit fl.(x) • · •nd limit t 2(x) • I thU8 x~4 x~4 
l1m1t t 1 (x)•t2(x) -~11111t f 1 (x) }(limit t 2(x~ • • x-"'>4 -?4 . X -)4 
12; 2 12; 2 ,·24 
In• previous frame it waa shown that limit mx =- ma. Consider the more 
· . x~a · . 
general case liinit, K f(x), wh(l>re K iBK!eonstalilt and limit :r'(x) = b, 
x~a x~a 
.Which ot the' following 1& the limit K f(x)? (C:i:rcle you.\" choice(s). 
(a) K~~= f(x)} 
· (c) (limit K\. /limit ;(x)) 
\x -1a /~ -7a l 
(b) Kb 
(d) lCci'(n) 
·. (a) Correct,. tbe limit of a cons taut times a function 1.e eqtial to th~. 
~onatant times th$ limit of tho f'unct:lon, 1l'hia T<Js'L1lt; wJll be 
stated and proved H a theore111, Answers b and c are aleo correct. 
(b) Correct, the· limili o:t' a conetant t1mrs a function 111' equal to the. 
~onstant times the lilllit of the' functlon, auil li~it r(l:) == b. 
· x··-)a 
Answers a and c are also correct. 
(c) Corrcat, this is a direct result of theorem III. JloW'ever, s1nc<e 
limitK • K answers c and b ore a loo corre,~t; The limit of, a 
x-) a 
,~onatant t.imes. a fun~ti on is equal; to the .. constant· tl.mca t.he llm1 t 
of the.function, 
(d) Ho, ~lthouzh' the 111111. of a constant times a function in eqi.ial to 
tlle cons'.;ant Omea the limit of t)le f11netio:n, the limit t(x) is 
X-? a 
not ne~t1ssal'il,Y :r(a), Arun,ers a, b, and o ,are correct. 
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134. Theorem IVs It limit t(x) •band Kise conetent, then limit K f(x) a 
x..:;, o x-> a 
K l1m1t f(x) .. Kb. 'l~'l:l.11 result can be proven directly from the def1n11..1on, 
x--i a 
however, the following p1·001'· makes uae of theo1•em !II. 
K 
Let g(x) • K for every x, then limit g(x) ·------
x-';l a 
135. Therefore, limit K f(x) a:: lit.lit g(x) f'(x) =(limit g(x) I J1.1riH f(x)) by 
x ..::, a )( x --:'1a J 
theorem ----
III 
136, Since l:lmit g(x) .. K Gtld limit f(x) = b, then/H~U dx)!/1:imit :i'(x) /., 
x -7 a x ..,. a {x .., o1 A ~: -:-7 n / 
137, 
Tims, Lm.tt K f(x) ~ K lhlit f(;:,:) , wbGre K io r.onsi.ant l'uw:L:or1 anu 
x-, a .x ·-) a 
th·J p:roof oi' theorem rv 5£1 :'ompV.ni:::d, 
Kb 
1f' f(x) "' 2x + 3, Ure.it·· 4 f(x) .. 4 l11nE f(x) = 4 (_) = 
X-?3 'X-)3 . . ------
9 36 
135. Ii' f(x) = 2x - 11.1n•! dx) "' ,3x + 2; i'lndt 
(a) 
(") 
limit 3• f (y.) = 
x-44 -
l:lmit r(x) r.{(x) = __ _ 
X-'7 3 
(n) 21 (b) 16 
(b) 
(d) 
U.mh ?.•dx) • 
X -72 ----
limit (f(x) + g(x)) = --------
x-'"11 
(;:) 5,11 or 55 (d)l+5or6 
139. Consider t,he fvnct.i.ona f 1 (x) .. 2x + 4, r 2 (.x) = ~, r.1 (x) "' 6x, an.'1 :\_;/,) .. 3x. 
limit !1 (x) .. limit !2x 1 4 = limit (x + 2) .. 
X -71 0zj X "71 '" X. -71 ----
3 2 
6x = limit -
3 x-'7 2 .x = U111it 2 u ------x-7 2 
___________________ ,,_ _ _.....__ .... 
111 
1.40. Since 11a1t t
1 
(x) • l imit (2x + ') • 6 •114 liaH t 2 (x) • 11111.~ 2 • 2, · x-)l x-'71 x ~ l x -;> l 




x-"> 2 . 
Do you auppote t hat 1n goneral t be U111it ot the quot.iont. ot tvo. tunoi;iona 
t11 f"().~tAl t.o t he quotient of th• llait.1 of th• f1m~tione? (Be C41Tet"1. )_ 
'J'tie 1t a t ~111eut i e not tru~ lf the llmtt of the donOIJli na t or te iero, 
e1n-:e tb te VO\lld r~eult in en un1e1'tned torm. If the li111it ot the nu!!ei•a t or 
~• aleo Ht'O, an indetcrmin.ete tot'lll 1·e1ultt. The ote toment i t tr~t', however, 
for all caeea where the 111111 t ot' the 4enoa1nat oi· ie not ie:eo and II pi·oot it 
g iven next . 
1~3. ~~eorem Vs It 111111.t f(x ) •bend liait g (x) • c, c~ 0 
X "7 a X -) a 
lis!t f(x) 
then limit !_(!_}_ x ~ a To prove thie tbeorea 1 t vill firet be 
x -,a g{iJ • limit g(x) • ~ • 
X _-, a C 
ahawu tbat 
ltmit l • 1. , ,rtcsre l!mtt s (x) ~ o. 
X -7e cCi'T *1121 t g {X} X-"'> a 
X ..:;, a 




~,; l:!.mit g(x) • c, to i;hov that limit l · • !. , it fi req· .. dre:11 that 
X_,, 8 X~e g{if C 
fo1· e,:cry t > O, 3 a 6> o, ltt~h that O <Ix .. al < 5 :1Jnpl1e1 I_I < _;__. 
}_1 ... 11 < t. 
.,di) cl . 
Consider I l - 11 ,ITTXT ; I e • r;(x) I • lgx • c f I 11 (x l- j c I • c(x} c jg(x)l!cl • • 
l/lJ(x)l 
1116. Since limit r.(x) • c :1t 1e poas!blGt to find, tor any giv~n r. > o .. Y e1, x-., a 
• &' l > O im,:h that, 0 <. fx .. •I < $ 1 tapUes lc(x) - c..l c: ------
147. Limit g(x) ·~ 0 implies.a an interval 1;1bo·rt. a 1n wh!ch h~(x)! > O. !rt 
K -'la 
113 
fi 2 > O be a number such that 11" O < l1t - a I < 8 2, then 16(:it) I > 0, IQ order 
f,,r both ldx) • cl <t, and hi(x)! > O, d1ooe1:,1 • ot 
(omallt)r, ler1~1~l'} 
6'1, 02· 
srcnl.ler, both ,:,oni'iUona a'!"c then s11t1sf1ea. 
149, In frame 146 it w.i:i aho1.;n th3t jg(x) - c! < ti_, vhciievcr O .< Ix' - •I < 8 1, 
But j:~(x) • cl < £1 ill'plieo lr~:C,i·,,!i ej <el· 
149 • .i. !ir.(Y-) - oj 
!c! 
<£_1 l <l 
le.I and !s(x)I if 1mpl1u 
!dx) • cl ";" 
lei 
l/d 
"' < ''1 m 
I I '1 • <':I, th• reault1 ot Let ~l < 4• c t 10 that !Tcf < '" then putting t~etl1et' 
trau 14,-1,0, j 1 !I ~ l~I · 1 < £1 < itiT - c1 • 1C1 mm rrcr ____ ., 
whenever O < .Ix • •I < o . 
Therefore, liait l l provided that limit g(x) • c IO. lov 
x -'"> a f.{x J • c x -> • 
to ccaplete the proof ot thecr:em V, cons11er ltm1t !<:>•limit t(x) • 
X -} I g{i) X -) I 
• lia1t f(x) limit l 
x-'? I X -) I s{i'J" • 
l b 
C C 
(a) 1 1 or -u (b} 3/8 
(c: ) The theorem dcca cot a r-rl:t dr,c:e the 11.Jlilt. t 2 (x) • O. The limi t. doea ·x -'l 3 
not exist in -the sense of tho def1.nitlon ot thie prot1,r 8JII. 
1,3. Thu r uson \.ha t part (c) above doe, not follow r ··om theorem V 1a becauaG 
t'he theorem req1.:'lr~a th:s lifi:\t of the f uncU on 1n t hd denomina t or 'to be 
non.zero or I 0 
1,4. 'nle ~heorelll,IJ pro·,en th\,& !tu' opply t o any alt;obra1c i'unct.1ona whoa~ l1lil1ta 
exiet. However, examplee have 1nvo~ved only Uuea,· ti.,n;i\.ioiw , i,:!. t unctiona 
or the f orm r(x) • mx + b , Cona1der nov a aore general type, function, the 
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real polynomial function, A real polynomial function 11 a function of th• fora 
t(x) • a x0 + a
1
x0 • 1 + • ~xn-2 + •••• +a 
1
x+.. vhere n 11 a positive integer• 
0 t.: D• D 
x 1a a real number and a 1, 1• o, •.···, n are real conatant a. 
It th~ f unction t(x) • 3X +~a polynomial f unction? 
Yee, tor th1a f unction a
0 
• 3, n • l, and a1 • 4. 
155, f(x) • 3X + 4 le allo a linear function. Every linear f,~;nat!on 11 a 
polynomial function, Every polynomial function a linear 
(la, la not) function. 
11 not, the funct.1on 2x + 3x + l 11 a polynomial function but 1t 11 not a 
linear function. 
156. What \l'ould you gue&11 ii ths limit of a :polynomial function 1ucb u f'(x) • 
n n-1 
C X + e.x + -------- + C ? o ~ n 
limit ( D D•l 
C X + clx + -------- + C). 
x..::,a o · ii. -------
1'heorea VII Limit c xn n-l + n n-l 157, 0 + c1x ..... +en. c 0a + c1a + + en• x~a 
Your knowledge of limits of linaar functi"ona may have led you to the c:orreot 
answer in 156. Consider now what aight b• done to prove the above rc1ult, 




It must yet be proven that liJDit sn • an and that lillit (f'1 (x) · x-7 a ,: e 
+ t (x)) • lim.1t t
1
(x) + l~J11!tf~(x) + + lit.'li't t ·(x). 
•••• 
11 x-'?a x-> a .. · ·-·· x -Ja .a 
n n-1 these three reaulta, it can be 1hovn that lilait c
0
x + c1x + x-7a --·· ;) + 
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159. Theorem VIII limit fl(x) + ---- + fn(xl II llniit f1(x)'l + limit t (x) 
X ~ 4 X -ya ---- n 1 x-7 a 
provided each of the limits exist. To prove theorem VII, mathematical 




(x)) • limit- f (x) 
X--'? 4 l 
mathematical induction proof. 
+ limit f 2(x). This is the first step of a x-7a 
That is. the theorem is true for n • 2. 
(the theorem is trivally true for n• 1), The next step is to assume that 
the theorem i~ true for the case n - 1, That la limit (f
1
(~) + __ _ 
X -'>a 
LIMIT fn-l (x) 
x--;,a 
160. It must be shown next if the theorem is true for n - l, then it is tru~ for 
n 
161 
• Consider f'1 (x) + t 2(x) + ---- + fl1(x): (f1 (x) 1' ---- + fn_1(x)) 1' fn(x). 
Let f 1(x) + ---- + fn_1(x) • h(x). Then 1im1t (f1(x) + --~- + fn(x)) • X -?a . 
Hm!t (h(x,) + f (.x)) c by Theorem II. (Seo Panal). 
n ··- ···-··-· -- ·-- -·--·- . x-;,a 
limit h(x) + limit f (x) 
x -,a ~: -)a n 
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162.· Thia 1a the reeult ot theorem II:. 
But limit h(x) .. limit (fl. (x) + f~/ic) + -··· + r 11 _1 (x)) 
x-ya x -,"a 
• li.mit (t1 (x) + limit t 2 (x) + • •• + ----
x ~ a x~• . 
by the induction bypothe111. (i.e. the a11umption that the theorem 11 true 
tor n-1) 
limit t 1 (x) x·-7a n-
163. 'l'hua, liait (f1 (x) + + t (x) • lia1t (b(x) + f (x)) X~ a ••• • 11 X -,;, a D 
• l1a1t b(x) + liait t (x) 
X ...., . X -'>a 11 
• l1a1t t
1
(x) + • • • + limit f _
1
(x) + _ 
X -"' a x -::>a 11 
And th11 complete, the prool' ot theorea VII. 
l~. 'l'h.e next ,tep tn verifying the l1a1t ot • polynca1al function 11 t o prove t hat 
limit x11 • 
X -">a -----
16,. Conaider the tollOlling general result.. Tl.t:orea VIII& 11ai t t 11(x) • 
x -'::> a 
fliait t(x)J11, provided 11.ait t(x) exiate and D 11 a poe1t1ve integer. 
\X ~ a . X ila D 
Th• 4e11red re1ult limit x • a •oul4 be obtained H a 1pec1al cHe of 'l'heor• 
X ....,.. 
VIII b7 1Att1ng f(x) • ----· 
X 
166. To prove 'l'hecxrea vm, Uait t°(x) • lillit t(x) 11, •the•t1cal induction 
x -=;> a x ~ • 






(x) • /liait t 1 (x)\ /l.1a1t r2 (x)) . ~ f(x) • f 1 (x) • t 2 (x), \x -,, I \x -? • 
then the 1tateunt becomH Ullit t'(x) • l11111tt(x) liait f(x) • 
x -'> a x- • x -> • 
----------..... • 'l'bia 11 1tep lot the M ilhe•t1cal induction 
proot. 
Uait f(x) 2 
x -;:,a 
l.67. A ·cording to • t baat ical i nduction procedur••, it a~t nov be a11umed that 
liait rn-l(x) • 
X -)8 -------
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168. It limi t t(x) n-l • (11.mit f'(x)) 11• 1, than cona1der rn(x) • r 11• 1 (x) • t(x). 
X--"'a l X-?a 
Let h(x) • f°• (x) , then t 11(x) • • !(x). 
h(x) 
169. Noi: lilll1t f 11(x) • (. Jh.1.m1 t t(x)} bc-:euae of Theorem m. 
x -) a ----- \x-, a 
limit h(x) 
X-"?a 
170. But limit h(x) • lim.t t 11- 1(x) •(.,,. _____ )by the induction bypotheai1. 
X-7a X-?a 
11m1 t f(x) n-
x -7• 
171. Therotoro, 11.lllit r n(x) • limit (h(x) • t(x)) •(Ullit h(x)) {liatt t(x)) • 
/limit ,n·1c!i\!i1m1t t(x)r: .llia~t f'(x) ) n-l ~(-:,>l~t t(x)~ _.,. 
\X~• ;\i ~ a ) x-? a x a / 
. . ~--------And th11 complete, the proot ot the theorem. 
(
LDtIT t(x)) 11 
x---, a 
172. Tho proof' ot tho f act t.bat ltmit a0xn + 
X -"? a 
Thi,oreia VI can now be oauplet.ed. Conatder 
n 
+c ••• + +c, D O •••• D 
limit (c x11 + + a 1x + o ) • liJait o0xn + x-7• o •••• n- n x -,a + ---- + 111111 t 0 11, X -_;;e 
by t.hcorem VII. 
limit O l • X 
x-=, a n-
n-1 But for each 1, 1 • 01 •••• , n-1., l1111t ci>l • o1 • _____ by x-"?& 
Theorem 'IV. 
l1a1t x11•1 . 
x- --;.e J 
An4 lhd t c • -----by tbeorea I. 










limit x) n-i 
x-"">a 
n-1 • 
• ----by Theorem I. 
Putt1ng to6ether the reoults of fracca 172-1'{4, limit c x
11 + + c 1x + x-7a O ··- n-
c = c ( l!.mi t :1l) + c 1 (lil:l! t x11• 1) + ••• + c _1 ( lit1i t x) + l!mit c 11 0 lx-, a x -7a 11 x -)a x ~• 11 
n n-1 
• c0a + c1a + ••• + c11_1 ·------ + _____ __,, end the 
proof 111 COlllpl~~te. 
a e 
n 
Evaluate the following liuu.l,sa 
(e) limit (x3 + 2x'2- • 3X • 4) • 
x-,-1 
(b) 4 lilllit (3x + 2x + 1) .. 
x-"> a 
(e) limit (5x3 + 6x2 + 3x + Ii) u 
x-'"I l 
0 53 16 
177. If' f(x) and g(x) ere polynolllid functions, t;-.en the tunct.iou h(x) .. ~~~~ , 
is n rE~~ f\:.r..ct~~ whoue domain is (x I g(x) I OJ. Which oi' the 
follQWitl8 are rational tun~tions? (Circle correct choice(11)). 
2 
(a) fl (x) .. 3x2 + 2x + 1 (i>) f2(x) • x2 + [',r - J 
~JC+ X+5 X-l 
(a) 
(1,) 
2x + l 
r--x + l. 
2 
.. ( ) ~3.x ...... _+_~_.:.:x_+ ___ l ia a rat10D11l function, 
~ X •-!· 
l 2~ ·-+ X + 5 
r2 (x) • x + 2:, ...:_1 . is a rational function •. 
X • .l 
( ) 2x + l (c) t
3 
x :a -;z-- :'.s not a rat.ion.al f'unct1on. 
X + 1 
(d) r 4(x) • ain x 1a not• rational function. In fact 1t iu a not al.g~braic or trer.s, .. en,Jeutel fnnct 1 on 
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l'/8. It t(x) • 3x2 + 4x + l I vbat vould you. oU•H tor 
2xl + 4x2 + 3X + ' 
2 
limit t(x)? 1.0. limit ,x + 4x + 1 
X-~ 3 2 ' x a 2x + 4x + 3x + , 
• ________ ;£ 
21 
43 111 correct. See explanat1011 belov. 
179. A rational function 1a the quotient ot two polynomial f,;nction, end thus ·i 
can uaual~ be evaluated by t1r1t applyina tbeorea V and then theorem Vl, 
2 
For instance in the above example, limit 3x + 4x + l • limit (3x2 + 4x + l) X "'7 fl J 2 X -c::>2 2x +4x +3x+ 5 ,.........,...,.. _ _,,,_.,. __ _ 
; 1~;: (2x3+4x2+3x+,) 
• -------- accordin3 to ~eorem VI. 
21 
43 
l.80. Evaluate the limits ot tha toU.owin~ rational tunct1onag 
(a) t 1(x) .. ~x
2 
+ 2x + 1 , limit t 1(x) • ---------
2-i· + X + 5 X '"?l 
(b) t,.,(x) • ~ , limit t 2(x) • 
"' X-.::. + 3 X -"?2 --------
(C) t ( ) x2 + 2x • 3 1 t ( ) 3 X ., X • l I imit 3 X • ------
X-")2 
6/8 or 3/4 5/1 or, 




x • • 1 X -?l . X 
Is the method ueed in treme 180 applicable in thia case? 
no, limit (x - 1) Q 01 and theorem V does not hold if the limit of the 
x -';>l denominator 1• equal to zero. 
120 
182. ID deterll1n1ng l1111t t(x), x actually equal a. 
X-"• (doe1, doee not) 
does not 
18). ~ x ~ a, then tor dl other value• ot x, (x • bJ(x • a~ • 
(x • a (x • d 
X - b 
i7a 
2 
184. 'l'bua, 11•1t x + 2x • 3 • limit (x + 3)(x • 1) 
X -'t l X - l X -, l (X - l} 
• l1lll1t (x + 3) • 
x - 1 ------
4 
ia,. It can nov be proven that the procedure uaed above tt valtll .• 
'l'beorem IX: Let t(x) and cs(x) be tunc1.iona eucb t hat t(x) • g(x) tor 
every x, except x • a. It Uait e(x) exist.a l.heD limit r(x) • limit g(x). 
X -"18 l2 X -. a X....;;, a 
For e~l~, in frame 184 f(x) • x + 2x - 3 and g(x ) c x + 3, ~hell 
X - l 
t(x) • g(x), except a t x • but l i mit f(x) • limit g(x) • 4. 
1;......o;, l x -"? l 
l 
186. Proof ot the01·em IX . 
By hypotheail f x I x E dOlllll1n t and x j, a) • rx I • er domain g an.1 x ~ •}. 
Because of the eet equality th!.a io oue se t des"rtbed in tvo 'Waya. Denote 
thi a 1et by X. 'lbcn f or cvr.H.' Y x E. X, vhioh of tho :f'ollow1ni, aro tri.e'7 
(Circle correct choice(• ) . 
(a} f(x) • s(x) 
(b) t(x) - b • 15(x) • b 
(c ) f(x) - b • g (x) • d1 b ~ d 
(a) correct, by hypothelie of theorem. b 19 also cOi'roct. 
(b) correct, aince t(x) • g(x) tor x ~ a end tho eame number b 11 l\:btractcd 
from both IDt':mbttra cit the equdity. • 11 alao correct. 
(c) llo, since t(x) • a(x) tor x ~ a, t.ben i.ubtrecting d1ftcrent numbers would 
cauae the reault to be unequal. • and bare correct. 
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187. Let limit r:;(x) = b, then by definition, i'or e\·ery e > o, t,here exis;;a 
X _., 8 
a rS > o, such tbat O < Ix • al < o implicG 
le(x) - bl < t 
183. Now rx ! o < x • a < <S , x ~ domain e} c:. rx ! x E d0l!!l31n e and x ~ a} .. x. 
Thus, fx I O < Ix - al < o, x £ domain gJ C. 
X 
199. Therefore, elc.::.ents ill the aat rx j O < x • ~ < o , x G domain gJ are also 
ele!Uflnta in the domain off and by frame 186 for the values of x, 
f(x) - b = e(x) - b. Hence, lt(x) - bl "' ! ! . 
le(x) - bj 
190. Also by frace 187 for these values ot x, lg(x) - bl < e. Therefore '7'" e > o, 
for all x e domain f such that O < jx • al < 8, it is true that 
l:r(x) - bl • !g(x) - bj and thus lt(x) • bl < -----
e 
l~l. It haa thna been shown that ve > o, 3 & 6'> 0 such tbat O < Ix - al < 6 1 
x e domain i', implies lr(x) .. bj < e.. Thus, li&nit t(x) • 
X--':>a ------
192. 
and so limit f(x) a limH g(x) whicb con.'Ple·Lea thu p1·oof' of' the thco:cc14. 
X..:, 8 X4 a 
b 
2 Let f'(x) = X "+ 3X + 2 • 
:r + l 
~en, r(~) -= (x + ::>)(x + 1) .. x + 2 tr x ~ ------
x + l 
thus, li!Di t (x + 12) (x + l) li11li t by '.i'heorem DC. 
x-....1 (x + l} "'x~-1 
limit f(x) u limit (x + a) • by theorem 
X ~ -l X-'I -l ----· 





I.lit f(X) • X + X 
2 
X •X 
• 6 • (x " 2 ~ (x + 3 ~ 
• 2 (.ic + 1 (x - 2 
then f(x) • x + 3 ii' x -/, lilidt, (x - 2)(x + 3) lilnit 
i"+T _... ___ ., X -'I 2 {X + l}{x • 2) '"x->2 ----
b j 1' keo re,.-,[!, 
lt1nlt. (x + 3) 
thm1 limft f(x) ,.. x-'? 2 
X -4 2 "'"1 ·-iu""'1i..,.L-{X-+__.r ... , by theoa·~rn -------
X-""">2 
thus limit t (x) iz by theorelll 
;c __ ..., 2 ----- ------
2 X + 3 x~-:-r 
V 5/3 I 
194. Thi, sbova e:.-amplos varo picked oo that after application of one or both ot 
thaore111s V and lX, o liu11t .-,xlated. There are cases, hovever, vhere either 
th"l 1:1.rnii; does not .;:xiat, the limit ts tee, vhich ie not !l real numbet· and 
hern::a not. conis.1..Jcred ,!t thia tJ.w, o:c• a lillli"t exists, 'but Lhe method ot 
t'inu.li1o 1 l:. :l.s 'i.,uyornl the scope of th1a r1rogrp111. 'Which of l,he following 
11..nH.s can 'i.)e found by the lllrithod.a of thial program? (Circle correct choice(a)). 
(a) l:!mi.t x + 2 (b) U111it __ x __ 
,: -"I 2 ~ ~ -'7 O (2x - l) 
(c) lit1it X 
X~"° ~ X + ., 
(a) Umit X - :::! 
X -7 2 ;~ • li 
(e.) No, lir.iit (:c - 2) "' O and thao::em V does not apply. S1nc"' tl1ere 41»1 not 
X72 X+2 
exist • function lThoae limit existis, that 1a equal to ~ for all x 
x~2 x-
except x = 2. 
Tt.\1tot·,:n1 IX cenno1; b,: effl!?loy~d. This :l.s an example of a !'unction 
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having au infinite limit, at a poillt wb.ich ia not daalt vith in t.hia program. 
(b) No, the limit ot' both nU111eretor and den.om1natcr ie zero, an :!..ncl+?terminate 
f'orm. 'l'heoi·~ms V and lX do Dot apply. Metho~a ot ti.n~:lng t;,he limit are 
beyond the t,;POpe of t.Ms prog:.·a.m, 
(c) no, co is not a real muubeir and mathods of f1nd:l.ng Um1.ta aa x epproachea 
c<J are not dealt with in thi.a p1.•ogrs..ii, 
(d) Yes, t.he liJD.tt. 111 l/4, UH theorome IX and V. 
l.95. Another 111111 t thcorP.m is ntwesaery to evaluate and vol"ify the lim1 ta ot 
funetiono which lnvolvo the nth root, of exPrcsaiona. 
'I'lleo:·om X1 If limit f(x) ., b, then limit Y t(x) • n/ limit t(x) • 
X·~ a X-'V a "/ X-")ll 
n.0, vhere n ia • pooitive int.eeer end n is odoi if limit f(x) < o. 
X '°'"la 
The proof of this theorem is omitt~d since it in~olves concept~ beyond tbe 
eco1.>e of this :program. 
Consider t(x) • x2 + l, limit 
X-7 Q 
3 ~ • 3 Utnit, t (x) by theorem X 
x-,2 
.. 3 ~ by theorem _. 
5 VI 
196. Let f(x) • 2x2 • 5. 
Lim.1 t 3 t (x) • 3 ~--------by theorem 
X -) l ----- -----
• 3J __ _ by theorem -----
limit f(x) or limit (2x2 • 5) X VI 
XX l X l 
197. The real functions considered to this point have been special caeea 01' the eet 
of real algebraic functions. The real algebraic function consist ot a finite 
number 01' oporetions of addition, subtraction, m..:ltiplication, division, and 
finite powers and roots. 
Which of the following are al~ebraic function? 
(a) f(x) • x - 2 (b) r(x). 5 x3 + 14 
,;_4 ~-~ 
(c) f(x) .. x 
(d) f(x) • 2x (e) t(x) • tan x (f) f(x) • (x - 1)3 
~ -../x +3-2 
Answers are on next page 
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(a) Yea, :t(x) = x - 2 
4 i· - 4 
is an algebraic function. 
(b) Yes, f(x) • l ie en el~ebraic function. 
2~ X • Jf--
(c) Yes, f(x) = x 1a, an algebraic function. 
(d) No, f(x) = 2x is an exponential function. 
(e) 
(r) 
Uo, r(x) = tan x is '1 t1:-a:ri.sconden.;al :.'unction. 
( ) 
X • l Yes, t x .. 1 ~ is an a l3ebra ie f'uncti on. ix +3 -2 
198. Consider f(x) = ~ 
199. 
200. 
~ x2 - 4 
limit X • 2 
X -"13 f2 ,. iimi·' 1 2 
~ x- • 4 x-, 3 X. • 4 
limit (x - 2) 
x-.::, 3 
U.mit (x - 2) 
x--, 3 
limit f ci • 4) 
x-,3 
limit cx2 .. 4) 
X 3 






limit (x - 2) 





by theorem X 
by theorems I and 
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X + 4 • 5~.· limit X + 4 
- x-')2 
,.lC+t2x+4 X+2x.,t,4 
'lfmft( X + 4 )·· .. .,. 
x-)' 2' 2 2 f, X + X-f"' 
V 
' i Ur;itt (x + It), 
, X42' 
')• 




203. limit (x. + l\.J 
5 x--":>2· ·i- by tht!or·e• ----·· and. __ _ limit (x'" + 2x + 4) 
x-"> 2· 
6/12 Ol" 1/2 l Vl 
204. Let t(x) .. 4 + x - ~· , thert l:l.mlt t(x) a limit; ffii+x - 2)· 
X X._,,0 x-"70 t°~ 
Since evaluation 'by cUrect a.p1iHeat:icn ot the limit th'!orema vould result tn 
an indeterminate fo!'l:l1 consf.d:e't" t'fr,:, tcHo,1'..n::,. 
4+x-4orx 
205 0 4 f X - 4 • X 




Since~· .. 2 = 
X 
l exr.ept at x • O, then 
limit~ -2) .. l:llllit l. \b;y theorem ----· 
X-) 0\--"i: X-'7 0 -(4+x + 2) 
l 
limit ( f1f+i + 2) 
b;y theorem V 
JC-) 0 
end l 





limit\ 4 + X + limit 2 = 
x~ o x~o 
{limit ( 4 + x) 




+ lilili t 2 by theorem X. 
X-"/ 0 
209. 1 1 = _ by thc;orem _. 
(l1%111t (4 + .x:) + limit 2 
'\x-'JO X-'tO 
4 2 4 I 
210. Using the lllethods demunstrated in thie program, evaluate the f'ollovSng limits: 
2 (a) i'(x) .. x - 3x i 2 limit i'(x) • 
2 I X....::,l --
,t - 4x + 3 
(b) f(x) -lx2 + l--=-.!., ll.11111, r(x) • 
X X -70 • 
2 
(c:) :!'(x) .. xv~ i , l1111it :f'(x) .. 
.. - X -:,1 ----· 
(a) l/2 (b) 0 (e) 2 
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Lr.3T OF 'l'IIEOREM3 
'.l'heorem 11 It f(x) • mx + b, vhe::-e m and 'b el'e real conatante, then 
11m1 t {m."I: + b) • 11111 + b. 
x~o 
Theorem Ila If 11mit f(x) • b and 111111t g(x) .. c, then limit (f(x) + g(x)) • 
x-7 a x -'> a x -)ll -
limit f(x) + limit g(x) • b + e. 
X -"l 8 - X -") ll -
Thcorc:n Ills If limit t(x) ~band limit s(x) • c, then.limit f(x) • g(x) 
X-4 ll x-7 a X -'i>a 
•liitsit f(xl)(limit s(x)). 'b•o 
lx -'> a x--7 o J 
Theorem IVs If 1:1.mit f(x) • b ancl K 1s a eonst8nt, then limit K f(x) .. 
x~• x~a 
Kcl11111t. f(x)) • K•b 
x-, a 
Vi If' limtt f(x) "'b end l1t~it (~(x) .. c, c~ 0 then limit ffx~ 111 




liln:Lt ~(X) C 
X -')a 
Theorem VI: ( n n-l ) n-l limit c x + c
1
x + + o •can+ e,a + + c. 
x-, a o ·--- 11 o J. ---- n 
'l,'heore111 VII I U~~t t 1 (x) + .... + rn(x) • liinit r 1 (x) + ---- ~, lim!t rn(x), r-,a :ic-:>a x-,6 
provided each o! the limit~ ex11t. 
'l'heorem VIII1 limit 1'n(x) .. 1:lta:lt. f(x) n, lJi'o·,1,11:d limtt f(x) exiato oml n 18 
x_.,a x-~• :r-)a 
• poaitive 1nt.fl:,'.llt'. 
Theorem IX: Let r(x) end g(x) be functioru, e1.1oh that t(x) • g(x) for 
Theorem 
eve1·y x, *'Kc.:~p t x "' a. If' 111111 t t; (:c) ox1s ts thl•n limit r (x) .., 
limit g(x). 
,c-) 0 
x ->a x~>n 
Xi lf' limit f(x) '"b, ihun limit nrf1i11 .. n Hmi-;. 1'(::) = 
x,-)a · x·-"> a 1 .. , .. , x->a 
n'li", ~nl•'ire n ie a positive integer and n 1• odd 11' limit f(x) < o. 
"\ "• X '"'la 
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APPENDIX C 
TESTS OF THE LEARNING SETS 
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VIIA. Absolute value concept. 
1. The definition of :lxJ is: 
= ~x if xis positive 
(a) fxl = X (b) lxl 
0 if xis negative 
{X if X is positive r if X is positive (c) lxl = 0 if Xis zero (d) lxl = 0 if X is zero 
X if X is negative -x if Xis negative 
2. [15 I = 
(a) 0 (b) 15 (c) -15 (d) 
1 
15 
3. la,bJ = 
(a) a,b (b) hl 
rb I 
(c) laJ lbl (d) jaj + lbl 
4. (7 - 41 + IB - 121 -, 
5. la+ bl lal + lbl 
(a) ~ (b) = (c) ~ (d) no correct answer 
VIIB. Algebra of inequalities. 
1. a<> b if and only if: 
(a) b - a is positive (b) a - b is positive 
(c) a - b is negative (d) a "f: b 
2. a <b if and only if a + C b + C 
(a)< (b) = (c) > (d) no correct answer 
3. If a> b and c < o, then ac be 
(a)< (b) = (c)) (d) no correct answer 
4. a< b if and only "fl l l. - b a 
5. For which of the following cases is a•b > 0 
(a) a< O, b >o (b) a > O, b = 0 (c) a< o.,, 
(d) a = O, b >O 
VIIC. Algebra of functions 
1. If f(x) = 3x, then f(2) = 
2. If f(x) = 5x and g(x) = 2x + 1, then f(x) + g(x) = 
3. I:6 f(x) = 2x - 5 and g(x) = X - 5 t;hen f(3) - g(2) = 
4. If f(x) = 6x - land g(x) = 3x then f(x)g(x) = 
5. If f(x) x2 + 2x + 5 and g(x) 2 - X + 3, then = = X 
f(3)/g(5) = 






If limit 5x = 10, then 5x approaches 10 as x approaches 
x--2 
Limit 2x = 
x.-.3 
Limit 4x +2 = 
x_.l 
Limit x+ 2 = 
. x.-.2 x+ 3 
2 
9 X -Limit = 
X - 3 x_.3 
V. Definition of limit of a function 
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b < 0 
---1. The definition of the statement limit f(x) = b means: x-..a 
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(a) If there exists an ( > 0 such that for every d > 0, 
O< (x - a(< f implies ff(x) - bJ < ·~. 
(b), If for every€ > O, there exists a O > 0 such that 
I f(x) - bl <£implies O < Ix - aJ < O . 
(c) If for every € > 0, there exists a, > 0 such that 
0 < Ix - al< S implies lf(x) - bl<€. 
(d) If there exists a& > 0 such that for every e ) O, 
If (x) - b 1 < G imp lies O < Ix - a 1 < £ . 
2. If f(x) = 2x then o< (x - 3 J < % implies lf(x) - 61 < 
(a) 1/ 2 (b) 3/4 (c) 7/8 (d) 1 
3. If f (x) = 3x, then O <Ix - 21 < l implies lf(x) - 6J < 9 
(a) 1/8 (b) 3 (c) 1/6 (d) 1/27 




Given f(x) = 
lifx>O 
, is E = 2 a value of£ that 
could be used to demonstrate that limit f(x) # O? 
x--o 
IVA. Evaluation and verification of the limit of lin~at.func;;tion~. 
1. Theorem I states: . If f(x) = mx + b, where m and bare real 
cons tan ts, then limit (mx + b) = 
x_..a 
(a) m + ab 
(b) ma+ b 
(c) am 
(d) ba + m 
2. Limit (2x + 1) = 
x ...... 2 
(a) 4 (b) 5 (c) 2(2) - 1 (d) 3 
3. Limit 7x = 
x_.3 
4. Limit (13x - 3) 
x_.3 
5 .. If o < Ix - al< 8 implies l(mx + b) - (ma+ b)I < e 
then O < G 5: ---------. 
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!VB. Evaluation and verification of the limit of the sum and differ-
ence of functions. 
1. If ltmit f(x) =band limit g(x) = c, then 
x-a x-..a 
limit ( f (x) + g(x)) = -------
x-.. a 
(a) b - C (b) b , C (c) C - b (d) b + C 













= 5x and h(x) = 2x + 3, then limit ( g(x) - h(x)) =_ 
x--..3 
5. If f(x) = 3x - 2 and h(x) = 4x + 1, then limit (h(x) - f(x)) 
x.-.4 
= 
IVC. Evaluation and verification of the limit of the product of 
functions. 
1. If the limit f(x) =band limit g(x) = c then limit f(x),g(x) 
x__.a x_.a x--. a 
= 
(a) b,c (b) b/c (c) b + C (d) b - C 
2. If f(x) = 7x and g(x) = 3x then limit f(x) ,g(x) = ----x--..2 
(a) 21 (b) 42 (c) 63 (d) 84 
3. If f (x) = 3x - 7, then limit 10, f (x) = 
x--4 ~-----




5. If limit f (x) = b and limit g(x) = c then to prove limit 
x~a x~a x-.a 
f(x)g(x) = b,c it must be shown that for every £ > O, there 
exists a G > 0 such that O < Ix - al < 8 implies 
IVD. Evaluation and verification of the limit of the quotient of 
functions. 
1. If limit f(x) =band limit g(x) = c then limit If (x) / g(x) 
x~a 
(a) b+ C 
2. If f(x) = 
(a) 4/5 
3. If f 1(x) 
4. If g1 (x) 
5. - lf h1(x) 
x-+a x___.a 
(b) b - C (c) b •C (d) b/c 
5x and g(x) = 4x, then limit f(x)/g(x) = 
x__.2 
(b) 5/4 (c) 8/10 (d) 10/4 
= 3 and f 2(x) = X + 2, then limit 
f1(x) 
= 
x_.4 f 2(x) 





= x + 6x + 9 and hlx) = x + 3, then limit 
x--3 
lVE. Evaluation and verification of the limit of the nth root of 
functions. 
. 1. . If limit f(x) exists, then limit n/ f(x) = r-x___.a 
2. If g(x) ::;: 5x, then limit I g(x> = 
x__.5 
(a) 0 (b) 25 (c) 10 (d) 5 
3. If h(x) = x3 + 3x
2 + 2x + 3, then limit 3/h(x) = 
x___.2 
4. If f 1 (x) 






5 lf ( ) __ X -3x-28 h l' , . 5v ( ) • . g1 x x- 7 , ten 1m1t gl x = ~7 ~----~ 
lll. Evaluation and verification of limits of polynomial function. 
1. 
2 Limit (x + x + l) = -------.x_.2 







3. Limit (x5 + 3x + 4) = 
x--1 
3 2 
4. · Limit (4x - 13x + 4x + 5) = -------x .... 3 
II. Evaluation and verification of the limit of rational functions. 
1. If f(x) = x+
2
l, then limit f(x) = 
x- ~-------~ 
x-3 
(a) 0 (b) 2 (c) 4 (d) 6 
2. . If h(x) 
x2+2x+l 
then limit h(x) = = 
2 
2x +5x x~ -1 
3. If f(x). 
x2-2x+l 
then limit f(x) = 
2 i = ' X - x-1 
2 
4. If g(x) = 
3x +13x-10 
then limit g(x) 
2 
X -2x-15 x__.5 
2 
5. If f(x) 
X -x-6 
for what values of a does the limit = 
2 ' 
X +2x-15 x~a 
not exist? 





If f (x) = r.r;- , then limit f (x) = 






If g(x) = IE! ,. 















l - _l_ 
X x+h = ------
h 
(x - 1) 3 










then limit h(x) = ----------x-.1 
3 r:r--
( x - l) · (Vx"" +3 +2) 
( Jx2+3 -2) cJx2+3 +2 
when x ::f. 1 
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